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HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION IS POSTPONED
Lions Club Gives $2000
For Improvement Of Park

Hill Burton Regulations

Kennedy Says He'll
Not Be Presidential
Candidate In 1912
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One of the most ambitious
programs in recent years in
the City Park System has been
made possible by a $2,000 grant
from the Murray Lions Club to
the City of Murray.
City Councilman Rex Alexander last night reviewed a program that he and his committee had devised for the best use
of the $2,000.
The largest sum of mone
will be spent on the proposed
mini-park in the Poole Hill area
of the city, east of South Fourth
Street and generally an extension of Sycamore Street
Alexander told the council
that he proposed to obtain the
following pieces of equipment
totaling $824.90: a Swingir.g
Gate, Cliff, three Saddle Mates.
Muscle Man Climber, basketball goal and back atop, four
benches. The city will install

the equipment and prepare the
area at Poole Hill for the basketball court. City Firemen
have indicated they will install
the basketball equipment.
The next largest sum of money will be spent on the small
park just west of South Hith
Street in the Belmont Court
area. This is a tract of land
deeded to the city by Freeman
ohnson.
Totaling $574.00 the equipment here includes a Swinging
Gate, a Cliff, three Saddle
Mates, and a Muscle Man Climber.
All of the above equipment

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Jun

NEW YORK MPS — Sen. tdward F. Kennedy said today
there was no way he could be
persuaded to run tor the presidency in 1972.
The Massaclunetta Democrat
declared in a televised interview, NBC'S Today Show that
he also had not made any plans
for the 1976 campaign because
"one thing we've seen in our
family is it doesn't make much
sense to be making long range
plans."
Kennedy was asked if "no
matter what happened and no
matter how much supPort People had for you, you would not
want to be a candidate in '72?"
He replied: "No."
The senator said he would
stay in public life "as long as
I felt that 1 could be effective,
effective in the United States
Senate, effective on the issues
which I'm deeply interested in,
which my brothers were greatly interested in."
"And as long as I had an impact in puhlic affairs and public events," he added. "If I were
to lose that irn.pact, then there
ars too many other considera
dons, personal_c
Whioh would weigh on me to
think about doing other things.
I don't know what those other
things would be, but I just—I
wouldn't stay SO public life." Kennedy said he felt polarization was the greatest danger
the nation is facing currently.
He said protest had become "too
easy" and the track record of
some young people was no better in the terms of the things
they are interested in that some
of the politicians and public officiala they criticize.
•

Kenneth Overbey
Rites Are Sunday
At Scotts Grove

Scholarship Board Of
Preachers Fund Meets

'Bring 'em Back Alive'
Campaign In Full Swing

No Injuries Reported
In Traffic Collisions
Investigated Ihursday

Firemen Called Today
To The Holiday Inn

Persons Fined In
The Murray City Court

Murrayans Attend The
McKenzie Commencement

Ittogrvan

Two Ball Foursome At
Oaks Country Club On
Saturday; Pool Open

Ter Murrayans Are
Awarded $150 Grants

First Methodist WSCS
Plans Supper Meet

Swim Team At Oaks To
Begin Practice Monday

WEATHER REPORT

Paintings Of Gerald
Lumley Now On Display
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Blood Tests and
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there could be no doubt that the
Dad said in times of drought clouds are hypocrites I listen
defendant was the father of her to my dad whether he knows what he's talking about or not, be- years old June 12. A conferEntered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
ence to review progress and to
baby. But the resisits of the blood
cause he's my dad. Dad says lots of things are hypocrites. He mark the occasicn will be contransausason as Second Class Matter
and Try Our
tests shed a diffeinnt light on the
said he didn't know why religion thought that they had corner- vened at the Highway Depart-natter. The tests showed the folhaven't. He said mules
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*
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because
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ent Auditorium.
owing results:
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Mont
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reason,
Reservations)
kick
no
you with
Peaceful mule can
(Call For
blood;
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the General Assembly in 1960,
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I
than
first chance. Now dad's better educated
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my
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the baby had still another amples show much deeper thinking than mine, but I
ing the status of human rights
type of blood.
dad's son and do some thinking too, sometimes.
in Kentucky and the nation
Since a baby's blood must
I know this little boy that's good at play acting He's so ow.
gstipAm - MAY 29. WM
match either his mother's or his good, be can fool any one and anything. He can stand and act
That Is the theme of the
father's, some other man-some- like a tree and the woods think he belongs, and the trees are
one with the baby's blood type- sure he's one of them. One day, this boy was standing pretend- conference, says Galen Martin,
executive director of the coming he's a tree and along comes a big dog and does his thing. mission, "Human Rights Now,
can get
hypocrite
a
being
chat
learned
real
quick
boy
little
This
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
And The Challenge of the 70s."
you into.
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lesson,
great
one
learned
I watched this boy and
vocate maximum use of laws
never act like a tree."
Bethel Richardson, certified public accountant, addressed the
and other tools to achieve huI told dad this story, and he said that I had a dirty mind. man rights, Martin says. "It (the
Western Conference of the Kentucky Hospital Association at
but I was little and would probably grow out of it.
Paducah.
conference) will seek to develop
by Bob Little
Murray High, Murray College High, and Calloway County High
ways to make human rights
commissions more effective and
chapters of FHA will be represented at the 15th annual state FHA
define how new challenges may
convention at Morehead.
Habit Forming
be met."
The Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce will sponsor the
Maynard Jackson, the black
Mind stretching experience,
annual Teen-Age Road-E-0 on June 2 at the City Park, according
a little pacake of thought
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the conference. Al Cowles, exflashes and unreal reality
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been the real father.
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Jim Hiclu
All Proof

By FRED McN
UPISports Wr
Jim Hickman is
all proof that the on
ever existed.
Hickman, one of
original New York M
baseball, appears
burying the fact ma
Played
for
those
buffoons. The 33-year.
go Cubs outfielder,
batted higher than .2
seasons with the Mets
tearing up the Nation
lately.
Hickman, who
5.
lifetime tatting averal
.236, raised his seasi
age to .318 Thursday
hits, including a pair
homers, as the Cubs
Pittsburgh Pirates,
In the only other Is
San
Francisco nip]
Angeles, 4-3. St. Lou:
New York, 9-2; and
phia beat Montreal 5
Innings
Minnesota whipped
ee, 11-2, and Oaklanc
California 2-0 in I

Dave Hill
Grabs Lea
In Memph

MEMPHIS, Tenn,
Dave Hill lived up ti
Thursday, carding
under-par 63 to claim
round lead in the
Danny Thomas Mernt
sic golf tournament.
Hill, the defending
In the quest for the 3
Prise, boasted before
that he could putt the
Colonial Country Clul
as anyone,
"If they'd let me
greens around with r
tour," he said late
clubhouse, "everybc
would be playing fo
place every week."
The greens also dr,
from Dick Crawford,
pro from Bella VIst
Ark., who wound up
to hold second place,
behind hill.
Crawford said as lo
greens retain their
condition, "a lot of gc
going to make good sit
Three players Jack McGowan, Randy
Beaumont, Tea., a
Irwin of Boulder, Co
knotted at 65, five tu
and tied for third plact
Bunched at 66-three
Wind Hill- were Del
Grier Jones, Homer°
Billy Maxwell, rook
Morley, Jim Jamie

Jerry Heard.

Par took a beating
during the tourney's 11
on the short(6,466 yar
with 77 golfers shootin
(70) or better.
Seventy-one carded
favor
with
rounds
Trevino, who compl
back trouble Wednesda
to a 73 after a 67 in tt
preliminary.
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Jim Hickman Is Destroying
All Proof Of Original Mets

Second "
Bachelors
Three"Episode
May Be Upcoming

&
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MAY 29. 19'70

FOXBORO, MASS.
i. sc MAY BE NEW
anTa
PATRIOT HOME?
:431:142"1:1C.C4*CleC°C142C)4

NEW YORK (UPI)- Another
National League
Bachelors III episode may be
East
American League games.
By FRED McMANE
Pct. GS
unfolding-this time hi New
W.
Ties Game in Seventh
UPI Sports Wrter
Orleans.
23 18 .561
Chicago
Jim Hickman Is destroying Hickman tied the game 6-6 in
An article in this week's New Yost 22 22 .500
all proof that the original Mets the seventh inning with his first edition of Sports Illustrated St. Louie
21 21 500 2% NEW YORK (UPI).- Foxboro,
two-run shot of the game then says that fullback Ernie Wheel- PiRtabungh 21 25 .457 4% Mass., is a town of 5,000 people, Hall Of Fame Game Jets And Giants To
ever existed.
.432 3% With a tiny weekly newspaper.
Meet Only Twice In
Hickman, one of the two won it in the ninth with another wright of the New Orleans Phila.
Schedule Adopted
original New York Mets still in two-run blast off reliever Gene Saints has opened a night spot Montreal
16 27 .372 a But the machinery has been set
Next
Eight Years
West
baseball, appears intent on Garber. The two homers gave In New Orleans in a building
in motion to get Foxboro a
13
The
(UPI)YORK
NEW
611
Pct.
week
past
the
in
five
L
burying the tact that he ever Hickman
reputedly owned by underworld
Professional football team by
year schedule of the Hall of
played
for
Cincinnati 33 14 .702 — 1971.
chieftain Carlos Marcell°.
those
beloved and 10 for the season.
NEW YORK (UPI)-The Ne
6
Fame Game at Canton, Ohio,
25 18 .561
buffoons. The 33-year-old Chica- "I really don't know what I'm
The situation is similar to the Atlanta
president
F. Sullivan,
William
Jets will play their cross
York
the
Wednesday by
25 20 .556 7 of the board of directors of the adopted
go Cubs outfielder, who never doing differently," said Hick- Bachelors III situation involv- Los Ang.
town rivals, the Giants, onl
batted higher than .257 in five man, "In both situations I was ing quarterback Joe Namath of San Fran. 23 24 .489 10 Boston Patriots of the National National Football League
regular se
19'71- Los Angeles vs. Hous- twice during the
24 22 .435 12% Football League's American
Jets last Houston
seasons with the Mets, has been not consciously trying for a the
York
New
next eight years.
the
within
13%
.420
29
to
21
trying
ton
just
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind, (UPI)
tearing up the National League home run. I was
summer. Namath was forced to San Diego
Conference, Thursday outlined
The National Football Leagu
Thursday's Results
1972-San Francisco vs. Kanget on base."
The fastest field ever will be
the
lately.
interest in
his
sell
for the league owners the
announced its schedule for th
at noon _
running
Cleo James also homered for Manhattan nightspot when the\ St. Louis 9 New York 2
off and
Hickman, who
team sas City
sports a
his
moving
for
procedure
th
and
today,
years
eight
next
19'73- Boston vs. New York
Saturday in the 54th Indianapolifetime batting average of only the Cubs while Bob Robertson American Football League Chicago 8 Pittsburgh 3
to
slated
Foxboro.
are
New
teams
York
3
lis 500-mile auto race with
.236, raised his season's aver- slammed his ninth of the learned that the place was Sem Fran 4 Los Ang.
As the owners concluded their Giants
meet each other only twice- nearly a dozen drivers rated as- Montreal 3, 11 inns.
1974- Buffalo vs. St. Louis
age to .318 Thursday with three season for the Pirates.
frequented by underworld fi- Phil* 5
emSullivan
meetings,
spring
1970 and 1974-during that time.
Only games scheduled
vs. Detroit
Dick Dietz' 10th homer of the gures.
capable of winding up in tlie
hits, including a pair of two-run
Patriots, 1975-Cincinnati
The eight-year schedule
Today's Probable Pitchers Phasirad that the
vs. Washington
Denver
1976winner's circle.
"We expressed our concern to
homers, as the Cubs edged the season as leadoff batter in the
because
forced to leave Boston
further
any
EDT
pending
tentative,
Times
All
1977-New York Jets vs.
bottom of the ninth enabled the Wheelwright a couple of weeks
The field includes three
Pittsburgh Pirates, 8-7.
stadium,
a
have
didn't
it
but
they
realignment,
at
or
1-3
expansion
Renko
Montreal,
Chicago
former "500" kings, 26 other
In the only other NL action. Giants to defeat the Dodgers. ago, and we are continuing to
in,fact,
trouble"are
not
in
the
under
p.
up
cinnati, Nolan 6-2, 8
1976- Miami vs. Philadelphia has been drawn
veterans and four rookies.
San
Francisco nipped Los Dietz' blast came on reliel explore it," said Roselle. "Our
pretext that no such happening
San Francisco, McCormick 2- we've never had it so good."
1919-Oakland vs. Dallas
Angeles, 4-3. St. Louis dawned pitcher Jim Brewer's second security people talked to him in
the
that
out
Sullivan pointed
34,
Veale
Pitisburib,
at
2
occur.
will
Green
1980-San Diego vs.
A, J. Foyt, whose team has
New York, 9-2; and Philadel- pitch. Bobby Bonds and Kee the very early stages and they
team's season ticket sales have
The schedule is based on a
p. m.
Bay
four racers in the lineup, will
phia beat Montreal 5-3, in 11 Henderson also homered for the told him they thought it would
it
and
rotations,
Houston, Griffin 1-6 at New more than doubled last year's
four
of
system
/981- Baltimore vs. Atlanta
after a record fourth
Giants.
innings.
be wise if he did not get York, Seaver 7-3, 8 p. m.
season ticket sales of 10,000,
seasons for each be
1982- Cleveland vs. Minnesota will take 8 2-3
while Mario Andrefti
Joe Hague drove in five runs Involved. But he went ahead
victory,
at
3-3
aren't
Minnesota whipped MilwaukFoster
Patriots
even
Angeles,
the
though
Los
vs. New team to play every other team hopes to make it two in a row
ee, 11-2, and Oakland blanked with a pair of two-run singles and opened it anyway. We must St. Louie, Guzman 1-0 or Briies sure where they'll play their 1983-Pittsburgh
in the league on a home-and- and Bobby Unser will try to
Orleans
California 2-0 in the only and a homer as the Cardinals get as much information as we 1-1, 9 p. m.
games in 19'70.
home basis.
salvaged the final game of their can then decide what course of
repeat his 1968 triumph.
at
1-6
Bunning,
Philadelphia,
Foxboro, located 20 miles
The Jets, who are in the fiveFoyt will start on the outside-.
three-game set with the Mets. action we can take. We'd like to Atlanta, Jarvis -4-3, 8 p.
from Boston, voted in April to
the
of
Division
team East
the front row. Unser and:
Bob Gibson went the distance have pretty strong information
of
Only games scheduled
adopt the homeless Patriots
the
American Conference and
line up in the third
Andretti
an
for the Cardinals, allowing nine before
him
Saturday's Games
give
we
and Sullivan reported Thursday REMOVE CALCIUM
Giants, who play in the five- row,
hits but striking out 11.
ultimatum. You might say the Houston at New York
has
Trust
that the state Realty
team East Division of the
Belts Two Homers
PITTSBURGH (UPI)- Terry
Namath situation developed in San Diego at Chicago, 2
applied with the Securities
The three former winners'
National Conference, will play
top
nation's
Tony Taylor, another hot similar fashion,"
the
Bradshaw,
San Fran at Pittsburgh
Exchange Commission for the
other team in their rate among the favorites, as do
every
night
a
botball,
Louis,
belted
week,
St.
past
pro
the
at
hitter
connection Los Ang
Wheelwright's
right to sal stock to the public draft choice in
each pole winner Al Unser and the
, for respective divisions twice
pair of homers for the Phillies with the underworld stems Phila at Atlanta, night
in order to build a 53,000-seat underwent surgery Monday
e second fastest qualifier, Johnny
home-and-hom
a
on
year
night
In their extra-inning triumph. from the ownership of the Montreal at Cinci.,
removal of a calcium deposit
stadium In Foxboro,
basis. Their remaining six Rutherford, who join Foyt
Bradshaw,
thigh.
Taylor's first homer of the building where his bar, Ernie
right
his
on
is
A decision by the SEC
4.41
the front row.
each Year,
American League
Pittsburgh games will vary
the
by
game tied the score at 3-3 in Wheelwright's
Central Park
expected within six to eight drafted
Other veterans given a good
Jets' six opponents
The
East
- -- e seventh and his second South, is located, according to
starter
doubtful
that decision is Steelers, is a
outside their division for 1971 shot at "winning the bundle
MEMPHIS, Tenn.. (UPI) +- capped a two-run uprising in
W. L Pct. 0111 weeks, and if
the article. The article says
Patriots will then for the College All-Star game will be Cincinnati, Kansas City, Include Roger McCluskey, Mark
32 13 .711 — favorable, the
Dave Hill lived up to his brag the 11th. Taylor has hit only that law enforcement authori- Baltimore
Harvard against the Kansas City Chiefs San Diego, Dallas, St, Louis Donohue and Art Pollard, gip
Thursday, carding a seven- three homers this season and ties feel that the landlord of the New York 25 21 .543 7% Open discussions with
of obtaining In Chicago Aug. 7,
hopes
in
University
comprise the second row, aad•
10
and San Francisco.
.488
21
20
under-par 63 to claim the first- all have come at Montreal in bar is really Marcell°, the most Detroit
for
The Giants will Meet Pit- Lloyd Ruby, who wound up in
20 23 .463 11 the use of Harvard Stadium
Wash.
round lead in the $154,000 the last three days.
the
on
figure
powerful Mafia
18 24 .429 12% home games during the upcomtsburgh, Baltimore, San Diego, the ninth row because he
Danny Thomas Memphis ClasLuis Tiant gained his sixth Gulf Coast. The Mar cello Boston
26 .350 13% ing season while the Foster°
14
Green Bay, Minnesota and qualified on the second weekend
Cleveland'
sic golf tournament.
and
lossa
,
victory without
family haoia strong interest in
Stadium is being built.
West
Atlanta outside of their divi- of time trials, Ruby's qualifying
Hill, the defending champion helped his own cause with three the bar-and-lounge business in
In other final-day business, FAME GAME
W. L. Pct. 611
speed, however, was the stilt
sion.
in the quest for the $20,000 top hits and three runs batted in as and around New Orleans, which
a
out
the'NFL owners worked
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. (UPI)
29 12 .707
fastest.
prise, boasted before the match the Twins routed the Brewers. has added to the NFL's alarm. Minn.
28 16 .636 7% system of breaking a division -The 30th annual Hall of Fame SCHRODER DIES
Rick Muther has the highest
Calif.
that be could putt the greens at Tint also sc6ted two runs but
24 21 .533 7 tie in order to determine teams Game will feature the Chicago
starting berth of any of the bur
Oakland
Colonial Country Club as well was forced to leave the game in
18 25 .419 12 eligible for the post-season White Sox against the Montreal
Kan City
ATLANTA (UPI).- Attorney rookies who made the lineup.
as anyone.
the eighth inning when his arm UNDERGOES SURGERY
17 27 .386 13% playoffs, which will take the Expos on July 27 at Doubleday William H. Schroder, 56, died Muther will start on the outside
Chicago
"If they'd let me carry these tightened up.
Milwaukee 13 29 .310 16% three division winners and the Field.
Monday. Schroder gained na- of the fifth row. Donnie Allison
greens around with me on the
Russ Snyder and Tommy
DETROIT (UPI) - Gonne
Thursday's Results
second-place team with the best
The game will be played tional prominence in successful- will be in the eight row, Greg
tour," he said later in the Harper
the Howe
for
accounted
minor Minn 11 Milwaukee 2
undergo
will
percentage.
following, the induction of Lou ly handling former Georgia Weld in the 10th and Dick
else Brewers' runs with solo hoclulouse, "everybody
surgery Tuesday to correct an Oakland 2 California 0
If one dieirion ends in a tie, Boudreau, Ford Frick, Earle Football Coach Wally Butts' Simon in the 11th, or last row.
would be playing for second mers.
arthritic condition in his left
Only games scheduled
the co-champions will bath Combs, and Jesse Haines into libel suit against the Saturday
The average qualifying soiled
place every week."
Tony Larussa doubled home wrist.
Today's Probable Pitchers
qualify for the playoffs only if the Hall of Fame,
Evening Post, now defunct, of the-33 starters is 167.139
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EDT
Times
All
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Howe, the 42
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and
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Detroit, Lolich 5-5 at Milwau- higher than that of second-place
described an alleged tlx of the year's previous- -rowor.41,, of
pro from Bella Vista Village, •Dobson pitched a six hitter to
m.
p.
9
0-1,
season with the condition but kee. Lockwood
teams in other divisions.
Georgia -Alabama f co tb a 1.1
Ark. who wound up with a 64 pace the Athletics over the
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_
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• - eneer-- 1Pere•Ilitagib /waft 5. me
The track opens to the public
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visloo;
m.
p.
9
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to hide seemed peace, a serene Angels.
Kaat
meats,
seconda
of
He
last
an
among NHL scoring leaders.
higher
The article claimed Butts fed at 8 a.m., EDT. The pre-race
behind hill.
Kansas City, Rooker 3-2 at place team, then the tie will be with the better won-lost percenLazussa's double followed was named to the NHL All-Star
Crawford said as long as the Felipe Alou's infield hit and an team for the 21st time in his 24- Washington. Coleman 3-3, 7:30 broken by: 1( The team which tage within the conference; 4( Alabama Coach Paul Bryant program featuring bands and
The team with the largest point Georgia secrets in the 1962 queens starts at 10:30 a.m.
Frank year career.
to
walk
p.
greens retain their present intentional
has won the head-to-head series
Sieof all games; 5( game which was won by the
Boonton
differential
4-7,
John
Chicago,
are
golfers
of
lot
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Fernandez.
with the other team that The last team to have played in Crimson Tide, 35-0. Butts was
bert 4-2, 7:30 p. in.
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season;
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Baltimore, Cuellar 4-3 at CaliThree players - Floridian
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P billies outfielder Johnny forma, Measersmith 5-3, 11 p. better won-los
coin toss.
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$460,000.
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Cleveland, McDowell 8-3, at
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at
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from
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Cleveland
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Bunched at 66- three strokes
Pitcher Barry Lersch has been
two stages- regular the Phils' Pacific Coast League Bolt at Calif. night
customary
Pniladelpflia
behind Hill-were Dean Beman,
the idea he'd agree td;-- do reinstated on the
and secondary phases. Last who was batting .305 with 6 Detroit at Milw., night
the
Grier Jones, Homero Blancas,
By MILTON RICHMAN
without the 3,000 hits if he Phillies active roster from
draft' produced such homers and 27 RBIs will New York at Minnesota
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Billy Maxwell, rookie Mike
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list,
military
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Wash.,
one
World
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Cincinnati
only
play
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could
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notables
replace Briggs.
Morley, Jim Jamieson and specialist Don Gullett.
Series. He came close last year Thursday.
Chicago at Boston
Jerry Heard.
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NEW YORK (UPI) ,- Every- and after it was all over and
be
Selection of players will
Par took a beating over-all
body talks about Ernie Banks' the Mets had taken the Orioles' Mike Jackson, 1-1, to their
IC4A MOVES
upon reverse order of the SOCCER MATCH
based
during the tourney's first round club's 1969 finish, thus allowing
500th home run and how measure in five games, who do Eugene, Oren farm club to
NEW YORK (UPI)-- The
NEW YORK (UPI)- Internaoa the short(6,466 yard) course the San Diego Padres to get
wonderful it was, but nobody you think wound up visiting make room for Lersch on the
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Association
Intercollegiate
tional rivals Santos of Brazil
with 77 golfers shooting par golf
much about that 3000th hit both those dressing rooms? roster.
talks
Baltimore
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America
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Athletics
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with
first pick
and Inter-Milan of Italy will
(70) or better.
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a
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Trevino, who complained of
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next
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good. Certainly not the way he have recalled Dick Woodson, a
pitcher from the Evansville
has been going lately.
-.4111w
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Association.
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year-old you ever saw, physical- after spring training and will
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ly, mentally and every other replace lelthander Tommy
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way you can think of, but 39 John, who leaves Friday for
still is 39 no matter how you •military duty.
cut it and when they say time
and tide waits for Do man.
Tractor Type Rider
Unfortunately, Ernie Banks is
Model 1272
Included,
Last Friday night Banks
clipped Jerry Koosman, the
• a§ in 8 h p tractor type
Mets' lefty, for a single and it
• 3 speeds forward and
was his first base hit in 37
reverse
the
on
bat
at
consecutive times
• Recoil starter on dash
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• Lever adiusts cptting height
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a
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something of a comedown from
Banks' lifetime average of .275,
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Banks' road and home figures
so far this year and tell yqu
that he's still is the same o
Ernie Banks playing in the
daylight but that the lights are
too rough for his eyes.
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July Wedding Planned

-

Miss Patricia Ann Wiggins

Mr. nd Mrs. Robert Edward Wiggins, Route Two, Murray
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Patricia Ann to John Paul Nesbitt, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Charles Nesbitt. Route Five, Murray.
Miss Wiggins is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Wiggins of Paris, Tennessee and Mr. and Mrs. E. Payne Lawrence of Murray. She is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University. Her sorority is
Beta Sigma Phi. Miss Wiggins is presently employed at the
Bank of Murray.
Mr. Nesbitt is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Conrad C. Hutson arid Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Nesbitt of Murray. He is also
a graduate of Calloway County High School. Mr. Nesbitt has recently returned from a tour of duty in Germany with the United
States Army and is now employed with The Tappan Company.
The wedding will be solemnized at Mason's Chapel Methodist Church on July 25 at 7:30 o'clock in the evening.

Katie Lou Counts
Complimented With
Shower At Church
Miss Katie Lou Counts, bride
elect of Keith Letterman, was
honored with a lovely household shower held at Poplar
Spring Church, Thursday, May
21, at seven o'clock in the evening.
The hostesses. for the ow* r
ion were Mrs. Tel Fiemdma
Misses Teresa Byerly, Carol
Russell, Kathy Cook, and JaDonna Allen.
Lori Angela is the name choFor the special event, the sen by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Koehonoree chose to wear a yel- necke of DuQuoin, Ill., for their
low voile dress trimmed with baby girl born May 26.
white lace. Her corsage was
They have another daughter,
white orchid, a gift from the
Lynne Anne, age two.
hostesses.
Grandparents are Rev. and
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts that were placed on Mrs. R. J. Burpoe of Gilbertsa table centered with red roses vile, formerly of Murray, and
and white spires, and overlaid Dr. Alice Koenecke of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
with an imported pastel lace
and Mrs. D. R. Burpoe of Bencloth.
Refreshments of punch, cake, ton and Mrs. Harlan Koenecke
mints and nuts were served of West Salem, III.
from the beautifully appointed
• ••
table overlaid with a white cutMr. and Mrs. Dan McKinney,
work cloth with a red linen
cloth underneath. The table was Hermitage Avenue, Murray, are
adorned at each end with silv- the parents of a baby girl, Daer candleholders holding burn- na Marie, weighing five pounds
ing pink tapers. Crystal and ail- 934 ounces, born on Wednesday,
ver appointments were used. May 20, at 9:40 p.m. at the Mur
Approximately forty persons ray-Calloway County Hospital.
were present or sent gifts.
They have two boys, Billy,
age nine, and Tim, age eight.
Full. fluted skirt .and small- The father is
manager of Lasshouldered, close-fitting top are siter &
McKinney, Sycamore
the main point in a dress in Street.
Woolmark saffron yellow crepe
Grandparents are Mrs. Autfrom Palidori in the Italian
umn Mc.Kbaney of Murray and
couture collections. The top is Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Gatlin of
side-buttoned, the waist is belted Paris, Tenn.
n leather.

Charity Ball To Be
Held On June 6
Friday, May 8,
Lyndia Cothran will present
her students in a dance reeltill,
"Oceem Fantail"at the Mural
Slate Univeollumiditerienn at
7:46 p. a.

By Loehle Christopher
Less than a hundred years
ago, the mentally ill were treated like dangerous criminals.
They were bound, shackled,
strait-jacketed and abandoned
in miserable isolation. Fortunately, times have changed.
Today we recognize mental
illness for what it is — a sickness of the mind, a sickness
that can come to-the rich, the
poor, the weak and the strong,
the old and the very voila's.
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Miss Linda Anita Davenport
The engagement and approaching marriage of Linda Anita
Davenport to James Erwin Hendrick is being announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George C. Davenport, Jr., of Hopkinsville.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hendrick
of Murray.
The bride-elect is graduating from Murray State University this June with a major in elementary education. Mr. Hendrick is presently employed at the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
The wedding will be held on Friday, August 7, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the Edgewood Baptist Church, Hopkinsville. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Miss Rosalyn Faye Chumbler

1

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nelson Howard, Route Seven, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Rosalyn Faye Chumbler, to Larry Lynn Galloway, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Galloway, Route Seven, Mayfield.
Miss Chumbler's father, Ross Wilse Chumbler is deceased.
Miss Chumbler and Mr. Galloway, 1970 graduates of Sedalia High School, plan to enter Murray State University in September.
A church wedding is being planned for August 8, at the,
Salem Baptist Church — near Lynn Grove, at seven o'clock in
the evening. Bro. James Bean will perform the ceremony.
Invitations will be mailed to out of town guests only. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and reception.

Murray AAUW
Has Breakfast Meet
At The Southside

creative writing contest; Miss
Mary Stein selected to appear in
"Personalities of the South".
New officers are Mrs. Frances
Matarazo, vice-president; MSS
The Murray Branch of the Polly Campbell, treasurer; Dr
American Asociation of Univer- Alta Presson, chairman of acasity Women held a breakfast demic community; Miss Mary
meeting at the Southside Rest- Stein, publicity.
aurant on Saturday, May 13, at Mrs. Claxton urged each memeight-thirty o'clock in the morn- ber to bring a prospective meming.
ber to the next meeting. PerMrs. Inez Claxton, president, sons interested may contact
noted that honors had been won Mrs. Claxton, president, or Mrs.
by members of the Murray Jtilly Beam, membership viceDonald Brooks, who believes AAUW. Dr. Alta Presson has president.
in coordination fabric and jewel- been included in the book,
•••
colors for his midi outfits, "Who!s_ Who of American WoPetit pois dots of all sizes
says' he likes the choker, some men with World Notables";
thing done in :rea17, pearls, Miss ClarkEagle won first,place in the Dior collection inspired
a wool wonted jersey coat from
-tudded
Of
.Bro. and Mrs. Warren SYkell
, designers/4,y She. It
VfrfOr J81k, ndtro
OF
surprised their daughter, Sutirt American designers to show Women's Club; Miss Ruth Cole as White mini dots on a marron
san, on her 16th birthday with
glace ground. The close-fitting
a wiener roast at Ogburn Park the maxi lengths, plans to mhos has been promoted to captain coat is
cultured
pearl
double-breasted under a
dog
in
the
collars
and
Navy Nurse Corps; Mrs.
in Paris, on Monday, May 18.
round-revered collar.
Other
A beautiful cake iced in white chokers with colored stones in Sarah Weatherly won honorable marks:
patch pockets and a
mention in the state AAUW
with pink decorations was pre- his fall collection.
hack slit.
sented by Mrs. Joyce Cook.
The honoree received many
nice gifts.
Those present were Henry
Carter, Susan's Sunday School
teacher, Brenda Parish, Sheila
Knott, Janice Knott, Janet
Knott, Janet Robertson, Chryle
Martin, Pam Gallimore, Sammie
Conger, Demons Conger, Fran:es Conger, Peggy Cornwell, Robert Parrish, Donnie Wood, Teddy Wood, Wanda Wynn, Debbie
Scott, Glynn Page, Randy Scott,
William, Wayne, and Roger
areer, the hosts, and the honoree.

Miss Susan Sykes
Honored At Wiener,
Roast On Birthday

Saturday, May 30
A car •flhal, sponsored b
Christ Ambassadors, First AsDEAR ABBY: yes_ stated, "If there is an international
sembly of God For Youth Camp,
—y offer my most
Brotherhood of Mountain Goats, I herity
will be held at Slayden's Gulf,
bad."
for
saying
they
smell
humble
apologies
much
more
we
know
Today,
9th and Sycamore, from seven
You were probably joking, but there is an "International
a.m. to seven p.m. Cost is $1.50 about how to treat mental illness — how to help many menOrder of Rocky Mountain Goats," and no apologies are in
per car.
tal patients to improve and reorder for your remarks concerning the odor of goats,
turn home again. And yet, there
domestic or mountain. Neither variety smells'like Chanel
to
learn
before
the
is still much
A two ball foursome will be mentally ill can be assured of a
No. 51
played at nine a.m. at the Cal- real chance for lasting recovUnfortunately women cannot join this organization or I
loway County Country Club. ery. One thing we now know is
would submit your name for honorary membership, but at
Open golf and swimming will that the mentally ill recover
our next meeting I shall propose a toast to you.
be held in the afternoon fol- more rapidly and fully when
STEVE FRAZEE
lowed by a potluck supper at they are treated in or close to
Salida, Colo.
8:30 p.m.
their own community, within
•••
DEAR STEVE: I don't know that many women would
reach of family and friends.
The Teen Town at the First
The Murray Mental Health
care to butt into the "International Order of Rocky Mountain
United Methodist Church will Association is working to proGoats," but those who do shouldn't be denied membership
not be open.
vide mental health services basbecause of their sex. Perhaps you'll be hearing from the
ed in the community.
Women's Liberation Movement about this.
This year's Charity Ball theme
Monday, June 1
is the "Secret Garden". It will
The Women's Society of be held June 6 at the Calloway
DEAR ABBY: "KNOWS HIS GOATS" doesn't know his
Christian Service of the First County Country Club: Two orgoats! It's true, the Barnyard Billy goat may not smell very
•••
United Methodist Church will chestras providing music from
good to humans, but he smells fine to the Nanny goat who is
have a potluck supper in the 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., the Gallimore's
just about as particular an animal as you'can find anywhere.
social hall at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. Combo and the Blue Mists, will
You hear a lot of stupid jokes about goats, but they are
Wayne Lamb will be the guest be featured. A dark brown fun
not
true. They say goats eat tin cans, rags, garbage—anyspeaker.
fur coat will be given ass door Cthilig.
•• •
They won't. Goats will "investigate" and nibble, but
prize.
they are very particular about what they eat. How else could
The Lottie Moon Group of
Tickets may be purchased
The Waiting Wives Club met
goat's milk be considered therapeutic?
the First Baptist Church WMS from Mrs. Clegg Austin and
in the home of Mrs. Betty Bakwill meet with Mrs. Murray Mrs. 0?-8. Boone, Jr., es—esiy. - . Gaels are much Maligned. They are intelligent and clean, 'f- ttaters fte-ayt May -22, at seven
Turner at 7:30 p.m.
and they have "kids" as humans do. Soil you want to brag
member of the Muroy Woman's
o'clock in the evening.
Club. No tickets will be sold
about your kids--try goats. They 'are something to brag
• New officers elected were
after June 1, or at the door.
Mrs. Patrick Estes, president,
about.
KNOWS
MY
GOATS
The Kathleen Jones Group of
•••
Mrs. Joe Lawrence, secretary;
the First Baptist Church WMS
Mrs. Buddy Dodson, program
will meet with Mrs. Stanford
DEAR ABBY: One of the best reasons for. reading
chairman.
Andrus at 7:13 p.m.
"advice columns" is that they whittle down our (In
The club presented Mrs. Bak•••
problems to their proper dimensions. When we are in the
er, the outgoing president, with
Tuesday, June 2
throes of despair because of a serious illness, a marriage on
a gift.
The Penny Homemakers Club
Miss Lillian Waiters will prethe rocks, or a cherished relationship smashed forever—let
New members were Mrs. Richsent her piano pupils in a re- held its May meeting at the
ard Farrell, Mrs. Darrell Marus be reminded of what it means to really "suffer."
cital at the Murray High School Halliday Inn on Monday, May
tin, and Mrs. Bobby Root.
That was my reaction when I read the heartbreaking
lit at ten o'clock in the mornauditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Others present were Mrs. Deb•••
ing.
'story of that poor woman who watches TV from 7 in the
bie Williams, Mrs. Sheryl AlexMrs. Margaret Nell Boyd and
morning until midnight, daily. Her problem? The increasing
The Murray-Calloway County
ander, Mrs. Jan Vance, Mrs. JuRetired Teachers Association Mrs. Graham Feltner presented
number of actors who are letting their hair grow longer and
dy Scott, and Mrs. Patsy Oakley,
will meet at the public library the major lesson on "Outdoor
longer. "I have watched some formerly good-looking actors
a former member.
Living Area".
at two p.m.
transformed into something rather sickening," she said.
•••
A special guest was Mrs. AlCould anyone read thg. and fail to respond with deepest
fred Taylor of the Harris Grove
Oise midi look, to consider:
compassion?
And shou&'t that make us ashamed to
on
her
a
report
who
gave
Club
matching coat and dress in ReaOrMurray Assembly No. 19
the, state homemakers
complain about our petty troubles? My heart aches for that
le( and brown wool tweed. The
der of the Rainbow for girls will trip to
at Lexington in March.
poor woman who spends 1? hours a day sadly and helplessly
long cardigan style coat has a
meet at the Masonic Hall at meeting
Mrs. Delia Graham save the
wide stand-up collar lined in the
watching hair grow longer on TV!
seven p.m.
devotion from Matthew 5:16
white pique of the cuffs.
•••
seme
REV. C. W. KIRKPATRICK
Mrs. Feltprayer.
with
a slim, eleeveless
closing
Underneath,
Homemakers
Progressive
The
Housatonic, Mass
roll and read
dress with two pleats forms a
Club will have a dinner at the ner called the
Carl Harrell,
low front panel.
home of Mrs. Robert Hill at the minutes. Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: I read in your column where someone
president, presided and anseven p.m.
nounced that she would be leavwanted to know if she should marry her first cousin Glory
• ••
soon to make her
be' Now why would anybody want to marry their cousin/
The Delta Department of the ing Murray
inNew York. Mrs. Rich
The way most people get along with their relatives, it's bad
Murray Woman's Club will have home
Armstrong,
vice-president,
enough to be related to them accidentally, but to marry them
a potluck supper at the club ard
Mrs. Jenna Lassiter of Murbecome president.
an purpose is really insane
house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will now
ray Route Six has been dismissnotes
were
landscape
The
OutWilbert
will be Mesdames
Me? I'd rather take my chances and marry a stranger
ed from the Western Baptist
given by Mrs. Brooks Moody.
land, Jack Kennedy, Charles
Holpital, Paducah.
"FREE
Melpresent
were
AND
Others
ENJOYING
IT
McCuiston
Ralph
•••
Mercer,
Hendon,
Alton
.
dames
Perry
Graves Hendon, George Over
What's year problem? Tali feel better If you get it off
Richard Johnson of Murray
Kemp,
J.
C.
Covey,
Cole,
Grace
bey, and Prentice Lassiter.
year cheat Write to ABBY. Bon MN, Los Angeles. ('xi
has been a patient at the WestPaul Butterworth, Vernon Mou• ••
NM. Foe a personal repay enclose stamped.
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah
Ernest Madrey, Thom&
y
Group
addressed
Armstrong
Annie
•••
The
eayelets,
and Ruby Harrell.
of the First Baptist Church. James,
from the
dismissed
Recently
The next ,meeting will be
WMS is scheduled to meet with
Western Baptist Hospital, Padu15,
at
June
Monday,
the
on
7:30
at
For Abby's booklet. "Vow * Have a Lovely Wedding,'
Mrs. Paul Lyons,
-ah, was Sarkis Ter-Gevorkian of
Holiday Inn with Mrs. Ruby
send II to Way. Box 111/7115. I.. Aageles. cat 111101111.
p.m.
Murray.
hostess.
arrell as

Mrs. Betty Baker
Hostess For Meet

"%a- •

Penny Homemakers
Meet At Holiday
Inn For Meeting

$1,839.00
What's the catch? There isn't any.
$1,139.00% the suggested retail price at
the port of entry for the VW sedan.
The price includes the Federal excise
tax and import duty.
It also includes the built-in heater/
defroster, windshield washer, electric
windshield wipers, outside rearview mirror, padded dashboard, armrests add
sunvisors, front seat headrests, and seat
belts front armitiack.
Not to mention the new electric rearwindow defogger and the new ignition/
steering lock.(When the key is removed,

bUU CHbTNUT, STREE1

the steering wheel is I ked in place.)
It's the price of th real -thing, not a
stripped-down economy model.
What else do you have to pay?
The charge for transporting the car
from the port of entry. The dealer delivery charge. And local soles tax.
There is one optional that makes a
lot of sense. The automatic stick shift.
(It eliminates the clutch pedal.)
Well, that's it.
- Unless, of course, you count the cost
of gas and oil it takes you to get here in
your present car.
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sion, Ruth Buzz! and John Byn- refuses to change his way of LOD
Presidential Press Secretary
when warned tie has emphysema.
er.
Ronald L. Zielger said Mrs.
"Bonanza" reruns "Anatomy
WEDNESDAY
Nizoo and their elder daughter,
of a Lynching" on NBC. A man
,
NBC's "Kraft Mimi,- Howl
Tricia, 24, are expected to
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
—Presswears to avenge a friend
Work',
Dan Blocker, Jo Anne
ident Nixon will fly to his accompany him. Ziegler, hintwhose killer is judged innocent.
and Mireille Mathieu.
summer home at San Clemente., ing that Nixon may make a
MONDAY
"The Johnny Cash Show" 015 Calif., Thursday night
for the speaking appearance, said that
NBC's Rowan and Martin reABC repeats a program feator•
Memorial Day weekend, ac- details for the trip have not
peat a show featuring Milton
C.
lug George Gobel, Jeannie
been completed.
cording to the White House.
Berle.
Riley, Merle Haggard and TomThe ABC movie screens 1959's
my Cash.
"The Hangman," starring RobThe "Medical Center" reprise
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
ert Taylor as a western marfor CBS is an episode in which
NAMPI
shall tracking down a wanted
a doctor must tell his daughter
ACROSS
5-Surgical
3 MWMU [1M1
00,
man against a town's opposition.
thread
she has an arterial condition
nnou4;" AOMOMR
NBC's movie rescreens 1968's
1-Tricks
6-Exclamation
iii00111U
that may need surgery.
ending
7-Plural
6
-Greeting
"The Smugglers," starring Shirmmaa aom LIROV
ABC's "The Engelbert HumP- 11-Retreat
8-Lord Privy
ley Booth and Carol Lynley as
U00 1J019 aAmmi
Seal (abbr.)
erdinck Show" reruns a pro- 12-Desire with
rtI asa ow us
tourists caught up in a European
9-Part of face
gram with Eike Sommer, Pate 14 eagerness
10-Colorful bird
-King of
contraband racket.
Johnson, Georgia Brown and
RNMA EIMA 'ORM
Bashan
11-Cook in oven
ABC's "Now" documentary at
BROM 0.90
Roger Miller.
IS-Ceremony
13-Finished
10:30 is "The Palestinians."
0091211;1 UMOLNIO
16-Arabian
NBC's "Then Came Bronson" 17-Twirl
CPS
commander
18-Three-toed sloths
ORO WIZOR 0011
Carol Burnett's repeat for
reprises "The 3:13 Arrives At
19-Deep sleep
ONU MOW 57Bq
making
is headlined by Donald O'Connor Noon." An ex-con returns to 20-One
raped progress 21-Lamb's pen
and Nancy Wilson.
(collat.)
name
town after vowing vengeance
TUESDAY
23-Turf
22-Rascal
52-Inlet
37-Wing-footed
against two citizens.
54-Chinese
24-Supercilious
38-Dispatch
25-Lower in
ABC's movie reruns 1969's
THURSDAY
person
Pagoda
intensity
out
40-Wiped
57-Spenish
"The Ballad of Andy Crocker,"
26-Egyptian
native
27-Tossed
rerun
41-Royal
NBC's "Daniel Boone"
article
28-French article
starring Lee Majors as areturn30-Renovate
44-Pigpens
58-Rupees
is "The Traitor." Boone deals 29-Candle
32-Stories
47-Biblical
(abbr.)
ed war veteran seeking to adwith a man posing as a de- 31-Put in proper
weed
34-Bristle
60-Note of
just.
perspective
scale
49-Transmitted
36-Parsonage
fecting British officer.
NBC has another of its month33-Poems
5 J,:•:•.: 6
7 all9 ille:•:'
"Animal World" on ABC has 35-Halo
2:zo I
2
3 .1
...V.•
programs.
"First
Tuesday"
ly
"Project Rhino," a study of the .36.Sea sookirs
it?
One of the subjects is Police
if
1
I
rare white' rhino on a South 39-Eel fisherman
ii
:K:111
Commissioner Frank Rizzo of
42-Man's nickname
African game reserve.
Philadelphia.
43-Apportions
"The Jim Nabors Hour" on 45-Existed
A CBS News half-hour special
19 In
CBS repeats a show with Bar- 46-Insect egg
at 10 has former Nazi official
28
48-Needs
guest star.
bara
McNair
as
Albert Speer discussing "Hitler
The CBS movie screens 1961's 50-Sink in middle
37
and his Henchmen."
.. in 31
51-Mast
29
Leslie Caron 53-Food program
"The Vrahnas Demon" is re- "Fanny," starring
AK,KV
Boyer in a love 55-A continent
and
Charles
peated for ABC's "Marcus Wel11111#
13
1.
3
33
(abbr.)
marries
by, M. D." A deep sea diver story about a girl who
•aj
lax
36 37
an aging widower when her lov- 56-Weirder
59-Glossy paint
44 eAC As
er goes to sea.
;i:::3 43
42
61-Transactions
.4S5
SAot.,..
ABC's "This Is Tom Jones"
49 "..**i50
40
62-Sedate
47 :::::f
is a show featuring Claudine
'We
!ii!
Longet, Little R rhard and The
Si
•464•61411M
Ace Trucking Company group. 1-Girrs name
Dean Martin's NBC repeat 2-Gusto's low
note
has Sammy Davis Jr. Andy
4%!
3-Title of respect
:.:•!..
_
Griffith, Paul Lynde and Glen
Distr. bt United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
4-Man's name
Ash in the cast.
FRIDAY
"The High Chaparral" on
NBC repeats "Mi Casa, Su Casa." Cannon's Mexican fatherin-law pays a visit and stirs up
Indian trouble.
"The CBS movie rescreens
1965's "My Blood Runs Cold,"
starring Troy Donahue and Joey
Heatherton in a.suspense drama
about a girl who marries a
strange young man and runs
into danger.
"The Road to the Cradle" is
reprised for ABC's "Here Come
the Brides," Lottle and Jeremyrun into an illegal whisky peddler fleeing bounty hunters while

sador to the Organization of
American States.
The CBS "AAU National
NEW YORK (UPI)—The anand
Field Champinual running of the Belmont Track
ons" reports on the Kennedy
Stakes will be covered live
from Elmont, N. Y., on the Memorial Games at Berkeley,
CBS-TV network next Saturday. Calif.
"NFL Action," reviewing NaABC on Saturday has a documentary special examining the tional Football League matters,
CBS.
workings of the U.S .draft sys- is on
The DLsney hour on NBC retem.
peats a nature adventure film,
Otherwise, programming on
the three networks is routine, "One Day At Teton Marsh," a
study of marsh animals in WyHighlights:
oming.
SUNDAY
Singers 'Dana Valery and
Julie Budd are on Ed Sullivan's
ABC's "Issues and Answers"
list.
has three educators discussing
The ABC movie screens 1967's
the war's effect on colleges.
starring George
They are Dr. James M. Hester, "Hostile Guns,"
Montgomery and Yvonne De
president of New York UniversiCarlo in an 1860 tale of a marty; Dr. Alexander Heard, formshal escorting prisoners across
er chancellor of Vanderbilt who
Texas.
Is now President Nixon's advisGlen Campbell on CBS reer on campus tension, and Sol
peats a show headlined by DiLinowitz, former U. S. ambasonne Warwick, the Fifth Dimen-
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753-5273
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LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE PS ON A
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Quasar

COLOR TV

by MOTOROLA
WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq in.
illustrated tr) simulated demonstration

Call Us For

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

HAZEL T.V.
WAYLAND PERRY

OWNER

Channel 1
Chamsel 5
FRIDAY EVIEN'NG PitocRAMS
:
itinSoorl
.lahrt.
Mimi .. Soeo tTizs intr
A
Ay News; WI,; bats Nita..
A The High Chaparral Get Smart
.
I
Bunch
Brady
The
Snow
00 The 11,01 Chaparral The Tint Conway
, xi triune of the Get. Iggittfa,,-9af,The Ghost & M.• Mu
00 Name of the Game mow.
Q
30 Name of the Game "All Me ,nq
lvf
Lore American Stvie
Young Cannibals"
Nashville Music
Love Afilerican
Movie
30 Del Reeves
tarns, Pant . SOS.
lillinir
no.'i
.
GO News- Wthr-; Sots. News
is
5p41
Moyle.
i g.s
30 The Ton.ght Show Perry Mason
••Tamrny and the
Mason
Perry
Snow
I (V The tonight
Doctor"
I I
30 the Tonight Show Per., MLson
Movie
'•erry Mason
Dick Cavet1 Show
Movie'
Dick Contest Sncw
flick Cayeti Sri°.
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PHONE 1924671
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Summer Semester
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This year Phillips 66 will send eight boys and their parents to the All-Star
Game as finalists in the first annual nationwide Major League Baseball Pitch,
Hit and Throw Competition, sponsored by Phillips 66.
All you have to do is take him to one of the following Phillips 66
stations to register:
Age Limit: 9-12
•ROBERTS OIL CO.
• HENDON'S SERVICE STATION
•SOUTHSIDE PHILLIPS 66 SERVICE STATION
*

NO PURCHASE

NECESSARY *

Sky treeete
GOMge of the Jungle
Get 11 Together
American Bandstand

The Monk**,

Penelope Pitstoo

:00 Suaarfoof
:30 Suearfoot

American Bandstand
Soul of the City

Superman
Jenny Quest

Ag Star Wrestling
Ag Star %Warta

MemetO Olsen
Mieffenis Open
•
-3
c
J

:011 Kitty Wells Show Menwhos Oven
:30 Jim Ed Brown ShowSomethina Else
:00 Wilburn Bros. Show All Amer. Col, Show
:30 Porter Wagoner Sh.Roger Mood Srrers

Wide Wdeld of Sports
Wide World of Sports
Wide World of Sooris
Fishing Show

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
ir
00 News; Wthr.; Sports hews; Wthr ; Sports
30 Andy Wigiams ShowJeckle Gleason Show
%I
we
.00 Andy Williams ShowJacke Gleason Show
My Three &cos
/
.30 Adam-12
Green Acres
son Movie:
30 "Don't 3051 Stand Petticoat Junction
Death Valley Days
▪ :00 There"
News: Wyly.; Sports
31
, :30 Moyle

Flipper
Lairs mike a Dom
The Newlywed Game
Lawrence Walk Show
Lawrence Welk Show
Durant. Presents
The Lennon Sisters
Movie.

Perry Mason
:00 Untouchable':
Perry Mason
:36 Mmile•
"Ox-Bow
"Mark of Zorro" Movie:
Inc;dent"
"Without Reservations" Movie
Movie

11

:30
I2 :00

route Ile help Aus easpecemot

mother.
ABC's "Love, American Style'
repeats "Love and the Medium,"
"Love and the High School FlopOut" and "Love and the Bed."
SATURDAY
NBC has the usual major
league baseball game.
CBS has coverage of the Belmont Stakes horse race,
"The Honeymooners" repeat
on Jackie Gleason's CBS hour
ands Kramden and Norton ending their friendship in a dispute
over ownership of a television
set.
NBC's "Andy Williams Show"
has Jonathan Winters Johnny
Cash, the First Edition and
Claudine Longet.
"IBC Saturday Night at the
Movies" rescreens 1964's "For
Those Who Think Young" with
James Darren and Pamela Tiffin.
Frankish college group gets invoted with a night club.
ABC preempts the DuranteLennon sisters hour for a docu-'
mentary, "The Draft Who Serves?" -various officials and edu4,c4011,are involved.

And Phillips 66 will take you and his mother there to watch him

is a
hilt.

Hot Wheels
The Hardy Ewes

Scene '70
Snorting Life
Wtptelace of Yellowitoneficene '70

T A
SPRING
TUN

If your car's get-up-and-go seems like it got-up-andwent, see us! We'll put PERFORMANCE back into your
winter-weary automobile with a precision engine tuneup!
Our trained mechanics will thoroughly check your ignition fystem, adjust it, and replace any worn parts with
top quality BLUE STREAK ignition parts!
We'll retune your carburetor and replace any faulty
components with genuine HYGRADE Jiffy Kit carburetor tune-up parts!
And we'll give your car a FREE end-to-end safety check
to help insure worry-free driving all spring!
Treat Your Car To A Spring Tune-Up At:

ed4ABOOGR'S GARAGE. Inc.
407 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-8770

CRUMP'S ASHLAND SERVICE
Route 1
Hardin, Kentucky
Phone 474 9740

de-

i'fr,"drdo.

Cats

EVma
:norge CatS

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

CLEM'S STANDARD SERVICE
509 So. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-4652

car

Apt. Science in Action
Adventures of Gulliver
Smoky the Bear

North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-8119

)t a

06

9

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN
YOU
TRADE WITH

its of all sizes
ection inspired
:may coat from
IN"Sache. It
its on a man-on
he close-fitting
Easted under a
liar.
Other
pockets and a
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Draft System On ABC Are TV Specials

By JACK GAYER

f Linda Anita
iunced by her
' Hopkinsville.
D. Hendrick

&

pITTMAN'S SHELL SERVICE
Route 5
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-9191
ROBERT'S Ok COMPANY
' 4th & Chestnut
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-2752
SOUTHSIDE PHILLIPS "66"
S. 12th & Glendale Road
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-8966

FENTON 8. HODGE
205 South Fifth St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 7834869
FIVE POINTS ASHLAND
16th & College Farm Rd.
tiprray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9118

THWEATT'S SERVICE STATION
U.S. Highway 641
Alm°, Kentucky
Phone 753-2720
TUCKER'S GARAGE
Route 1
Almo. Kentucky
Phone 753-6593

JOYCE'S GARAGE
Route 1
Hardin, Kentucky
KEN'S TRUCK STOP
Route 2
Hazel, Kentucky
Phone 492-8304

WALSTON'S TEXACO
South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9061

YOU ANC/PHII,LIPS 66 MAY CREATE
'A CHAMPION

may also register him at the time of the local competition
which will be at:

BLUE STREAK

Y011

Robertson Elementary School
Sunday, May 31st, beginning at 2:30 p.m.

At Phillips 66.
it s performance
that cotints.

Motor Parts & Bearings
114* Chestnut Street
•

Murray, Ky. 4/171
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dom" when that freedom is
used to shatter young citizens'
belief in their country, its constitutional principles and free
enterprise system.
There's nothing idealistic about newscasters who slant the
Miss
news to discredit the President
By Thurman Sensing
SEDALIA, Ky., May 27 — her to Miss Coylen and
Principal
of the United States.
to
according
Calhoun,
Thirty seniors will receive diExECUTIvE VICE PitESIDENT
Irrationality is never idealisfollows:
plomas during Commencement James Pickard, are as
tic. Drug addiction, bombing of exercises at Sedalia High
Deborah Jean Canter, Rosalyn
School
to
refusal
Southern States Industrial Council ROTC buildings,
Fa:,e chumbier, Paula Jean
at 8 p.m. Monday, June 8,
serve one's country—none of
Crider.
Easley,
Sidney
Sedalia grad- Crider, Kathy Deane
these things is ever idealistic
June Leech Cunningham,
the Calloway
and
uate
presently
cynical.
utterly
is
It
way.
in any
Dolores Jean Dick, Jenny HowThe genuine idealism of Co. Attorney, will be guest
FUNDING THE EXTREMISTS
ard, Cynthia Gail Kelton.
at
nt
Conexspeaker
Commenceme
our
in
America is vested
Carol Ann Kough, Martha
traditional
ercises.
stitution and in the
the
life:
fact
by
Alvin
Rev,
York, pastor of
sion is compounded
principles of our national
DEMONSTRATORS
that influential television com- faith in God, belief in country Sedalia Baptist Church, will give
WITHOUT IDEALISM
and slick news mag- and respect for family and com- the Baccauaureate sermon at 8
The American citizen, trying mentators
azines published in New York munity. This idealism is deep- p.m. Sunday, June 7.
to make sense of the turmoil
City hold up demonstrators as ly rooted in the hearts of the
Miss Nancy Coplen, daughter
on college and university camp
"idealists" and the wave of the vast majority of Americans. But of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coplen
uses and in the streets of some
future.
their beliefs are scorned by ef- of Sedalia, is valedictorian of
cities, understandably finds it
The beginning of wisdom fete intellectuals and bitterly this year's graduating class. Her
hard to heimin what's going on.
concerning the nation's current attacked by the New Left rev- scholastic standing is a perfect
They read about mobs of promedicament is understanding olutionaries who want to burn 4.0.
beaters converging on the BB'
that there's nothing idealistic down America.
Among her outstanding achievtion's capital and teem of inabout the protest movement
Ayn Rand, the novelist, re- ments at Sedalia are: cheerleadstitutions of learning being clos- convulsing America.
anbrilliant
a
published
cently
ed down as students and profeser for four years and cheerleadThere's nothing idealistic aalysis of the situation facing the er captain for two years, memsors en on strike. The confubout U. S. Senators demanding
nation. Miss Rand said that the bership in the Beta Club, severthat America cut and run and
New Leftists now disrupting al offices in the FHA organizalet the communists turn Souththe country "are a desperate tion, winner of the Betty Crockeast Asia into a bloodbath.
looking for a ruhrer." She er Award and the Crisco
Award
There's nothing idealistic a- herd
that the sundry little
and completion of the State Debout university agninistrators added
abandoning their responsibility dictators who manipulate the gree in FHA, and winner of a
to parents and the public by radical protestors "do have a 1225 Home Economics scholarallowing radicalized faculties to mongrel system in mind; a stat- ship at Murray State University.
NANCY COPLEN
leave their classrooms and pa- ist dictatorship with communMiss Peggy Calhoun, daughSedalia Valedictorian
ist slogans and fascist polic- ter of Mr. and Mrs. William L.
in the street.
There's nothing irteatiwir a ies."
Calhoun of Farmington, Rt. 1,
The New Leftists are profes- Is salutatorian of this yea?E
bout militant students--the criminal Left referred to by Vice sional wreckers who hope to Sedalia seniors. Her scholastic
tpresselent Agnew—ransacking plunge the country into total standing is 3.85.
c- ollege buildings, praising Black chaos and seize power. The
The major achievements of
hope of America lies in public
Panthers, and setting fires.
Calhoun at Sedalia are:
Miss
There's nothing idealistic a- understanding, in recognition of
membership in the Library Club,
bout promoting drug addiction the brutal, mindless character
the Beta Club and the FHA orand urging the legalization of of the protest movement. The
ganization, winner of last year's
marijuana;a mind-distorting ag- American people must see that
the demonstrators are an army Best Library Assistant award,
ent.
gathered under the banner of and an honor 'student for the
There's nothing idealistic
. This army must past 12 years.
irrationality
bout political leaders such as
She will enroll at Murray State
Senators Albert Gore (D-Tenn) be defeated by an aroused and
and Edward Kennedy (D-Maas) resolute people who insist that University in September.
Members of this year's gradtrying to halt America's defense their elected leaders and reresearch and development — sponsible officials, including uating class at Sedalia, in addithe key to the security of this university trustees and admit)
istrators, treat the destruction- protesters must* AW•1111nation.
There's nothing idealistic a- ists like he anarchists and the delude the people and destroy
PEGGY CALHOUN
bout hippie types who revel in traitors that they are.
a great free republic.
Sedalia Salutatorian
of
talk
who
protesters
The
and
dirt and moral degradation
jump naked into the pool be- "peace" while breaking glass
windows and lighting torches
hind the White House.
There's nothing idealistic a- have no program but destrucbout talking "peace" when the tion and national paralysis.
real infection is defeat of the They must be ceatained, sepa.
PEANUTS
United States in a deadly cold ated and prevented from doswar struggle with communism. ing universities and otherwise
There's nothing idealistic a- halting the normal mid essential
bout shoutine "academic free- processes of our society The

RICE CROP
aker. The Stephen Foster Siegers LARGE
will provide the music. Other ROME (UPI) — Communist
highlights of the oregrant will be
China's 1969 rice crop totaled
reports trom the KeithickY Young. about 95 million tons and was
Historians Assn, and recognition the biggest in several years,
of the Mayfield High School chap- the U.N. Food and Agriculture
ter as outstanding for 19'70,
Organisation (FAO) said today.
June McCuan, Mary Beth SadThis compared with about 91
of
ler, Martha Layne Whitlow.
director
George M. Chinn,
Hal Franklin Dublin, Gerald the Historical Society, says re- million tons the previous year.
t. Foy, Larry Lynn Galloway, servations so far this year exIt has been shown that alcoJimmy Willard Gills, Charles ceed those for any previous Boone hol provides from 10 to 20
Robert Grisham.
Day Celebration. He urged mem- per cent of the total calories conWilliam Henry Hargrove, bers of the Historical Society to sumed by the adult population
A buffet in North America. So reports
Charles Franklin Henson, Phillip make reservations early.
Food and Nutrition News.
Carey Holloway, James Allen lunch will be served.
Jetton, William Lynn Mathis.
Gary Lynn Rushing, Danny
Keith Waters, Sammy West,
Michael Williams, William Ronnie Wilson.

30 Sedalia High School Seniors
To Receive Diplomas On June 8

SENSING THE NEWS
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Boone Day
Set For
June 6

Morning Worm
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Evening Wore
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By Lois Campbell
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The annual Boone Day observance takes
place here June 6, a Saturday,
Instead of June 7 the day the
fronteirsman logged that he reached a hill top and "From thetop
of an erninance, saw with pleasure the beautiful level of Kentucky."

OAK GIRO
PEZIIS

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

It will be the 91st consecutive
year, Boone Day will be observe
ed in Kentucky. The observance
is sponsored by the Kentucky'
Historical Society and is expected to bring historians and his.
tory buffs from all parts of the
Commonwealth to Frankfort.
Boone Day festivities begin at
10:30 a.m. on the lawn of the Old
Capitol if the weather is good.
In the case of rain, the observant* will be held inside the Old
Capitol.
William E. Johnson, a Frankfort lawyer, is the principal spe-

Morning We
Ev.n ins Wore

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do. They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need — and use—our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
Asohwe know how to tailor repayment progsams to their production and income
Talk over your money needs—any seaa seasoned money
son of the year
pro the man at PCA.
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SUNDAY
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report From Washington
7:30 Day of Discovery
&IV Gospel Country
8:30 Brighty of Brand Canyon
10:00 This is the Life
10:30 Herald of Truth.
11:00 Community Worship
11:30 Insight
12:00 Meet the Press
I230 Guideline
1:00 Gidget
1:30 Sound of Youth
2:00 Movie "The Night Fighters"
3:30 Indianapolis 500 Parade
4:30 In Which We Live
5:00 Frank McGee Report
5:30 College Bowl
6:00 Dateline Today

6:30 Wonderful World ofDisney 11:30 Who, What or Where
7:30 Bill Cosby Show
11:55 News
8:00 Bonanza
12:00 The Noon Show
9:00 The Bold Ones
1:00 Days of Our Lives
0:00 News, Weather, Sports
1:30 Doctors
0:30 Tonight Show
Another World-Ray City
t
To Tell The Truth
MONDAY
3:00 Another World-Somerset
3:30 Star Trek
4:30 The Ralph Emery Show
6:00 Morning Show
5:25 Weather
7:00 Today Show
5:30 Huntley Brinkley
Today
Scene
The
7:25
6:00 Dateline Today
Show
7:30 Today
6:30 My World & Welcome to it
9:00 It Takes Two
7:00 Laugh-ln
9:25 NBC News
8:00 Movie "The Smugglers"
9:30 Concentration
News, Weather, Sports
10:00
10:00 Sale of the Century
10:30 Tonight Show
Squares
Hollywood
10:30
12:00 The Avengers
11:00 Jeopardy

WLAC-11 Schedule'
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Try Our
Sycamore
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SUNDAY
12:05 Old Time Staging Con,
8:00 GleteCarnpbell
Sumtiker Semester
12:30 As The World Turns
Impossible
Mission:
9:00
7:00 Tom & Jerry
1:00 Love Ls A ManySplendored
10:00 Weekend Report
730 Batman
Thing
Sports
10:30
8:00 Carl Tipton Show
1:30 The Guiding Light
Show
Griffin
Mery
10:35
8:30 Heaven's Jubilee
2:00 The Secret Storm
12:00 Sign Off
9:30 Look Up & Live
2:30 The F.clge of Night
10:00 Faith For Today
3:00 Gomer Pyle, USle
10:30 The Answer
MONDAY
3:30 Gilligan's Island
11:00 Pattern For Living
4:00 Movie "Black Stmday"
11:30 Face The Nan
525 Weather
Journal
Country
5:45
12:00 Navy Underway For Peace
5:30 News
News
6:00
12:30 Make Room For Daddy
Hess Gospel Show 6:00 News, Weather, Sports
1:00 Movie "Abbott 4 Costello 6:30 Jake
8:30 Gunsmoke
6:55 Morning Watch
•
Go To Mars"
7:30 Here's Lucy
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
2:30 Memphis Open
8.00 Mayberry RFD
Douglas Show
Mike
8:30
4:30 Spelldown
8:30 Doris Day Show
10:00 Andy of Mayberry
5:00 Report
9:00 Carol Burnett Show
Life
of
Love
10:30
5:30 News
Is - News 10:00 News, Weather, Sports
Heart
Where
11:00
6:00 Lassie
10:30 Mery Griffin Snow
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
6:30 To Rome Witt, Love
12:00 Sign Off
12:00 News
7:00 Ed Sullivan

WSIX-TV Schedule Chanel 8
St

W. End

bbikawkilab

by R. Van
(-LISTEN,FOLKS'50 WE. HAD A If
LITTLE Di5COMPORT. BUT ROME
WASN'T BUILT IN A DAY. I
PROMISE YOU THAT WELL..
LEARN TO LOVE THIS
KIND OF EXISTENCE /

MAN, AFTER A NIGHT LIKE
THAT, $ M ki4OT SURPRGED OUR
,AKICESTOR5 WELCOMED THE
PALEFACE! ANYTHING'S
AN IMPROVEMENT Ct/ER
TH/9 TORTURE!
,

Aurora Rd.

•
Plumb'
Commerel.
Repairs
501
I

mooned
1.10/0 18,, U... Ammo. 4•4**4.
444
Iv

....an...

THERE!!— I'VE
MENDED ALL THE.
MOTH4-IOL ES
IN `1O(.6R NEW
SUIT FOSDICK!!

Posturing 11
0,60 A

i?Ttl2

-Lir Abner

by Al Capp

NI,

& 12:30 Let's Make A Deal'
8:00 Movie "D'ays Of Wine
7:00 ChHdren's Gospel Hour
1:00 Newlywed Game
Roses"
8.00 Oral Roberts
1:30 Dating Game
News
10:00
Sing
America
8:30
Guns"
2:00 General Hospital
"Hostile
Movie
10:15
9:00 Cathedral of fdritorrow
2:30 One Life To Live
12:15 News ,
10:00 Musical Hart Faintly
300 Dark Shadows
10:30 Discovery '70
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies
MONDAY
11:00 The World Tomorrow
4:00 Lucy Show
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys
4:30 Real McCoys
Issue
At
12:00
5:00 News
Navy
Hales
Mc
6:30
12:30 •Issues I. Answer k
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
Bow's Big Top
7:00
1:00 Bronco
000 News, Weather, Sports
9:00 Barbara Moore Show
2:00 Roller Derby
6:30 Oral Roberts Special
9:30 He Said - She Said
3:00 BIWA Owens Show
7:30 Movie "Hang Man"
10:00 Bevdtched
Show
Anderson
Rill
3:30
9:30 Now
Girl
That
10:30
To.
4:00 Movie "Two Rode
10:00 News
Best Of Everything
11:00
"ether"
10:30 Movie "The Desert Fox"
11:30 A World Apart
6:00 Land of the Giants
12:15 Dick Cavett Show
All My Children
12:00
7:00 The FPI

WE SHOULD L
THAT
LONG! LOOK AT MY
i6R04N c HAIR1—

--aLusi-eBuLLILT
RE

-,(JLESP!"
- -;

t

THIS WAS FORMERLY
THE PROPERTY OF
RUFFLES RATFINK,
E
WHO IS NOW
PROPERTY OF THE
MORGUE!!

DADS POOR RATFINK, I GAVE IT TO FOSDICK!!
ALL RIGHT—BUT
THE GLARE FROM HIS
PANTS WAS BLINDItsr
WHERE'S HIS
CHIEF

f.re-kv SUIT?
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WORTH PLEASANT CROVE
CUMEAR.LAMID PRESBYTER.
CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship

monist
totaled
and was
at years,
iculture
today.
about 91
year,
t at alco10 to 20
dories con.
population
So reports
ews.

0011ARE METHODIST
MUNCH
and Third Sundays:
Sti.day School .... 10:00
Morning Service .... 11:00
Socand and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School .... It:00
I:011
Warship Inarrios
LYNN 0100•11
METHODIST CHURCH
Tint and Third Fundays:
9:46
Worship Service
Illuaday School .... 10:46
illocond and Fourth Sunday:
am
Sunday School .... 10:00
11:00 am.
Worship Service

Pint

MITIINAT CRITECE OF
TICE NAZARENE
Plainview
South 19th and
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning Worsh1P
TEMPLE KILL
CHURCH
UNITED METHODIST
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
Preaching:
at 11 am.
Sundays
MITIIODUIT CHURCH
Third
Tire and
Nov. lorry Looney. pastor
Preaching:
9:30 a.m. ring Sunday:
at
Sundays
4th
Ind and
Sunday School'
RUSSELLS CHAPEL
CHURCH Second Sunday:
UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School .... 10:00 am.
g:
Preachin
Worship Service ..
9:30 a.m.
First and Third Sundays
Third Sunday:
Preaching:
s,
ant.
Sunday
11
at
bid and 4th Sundays
Fourth Sunday
Worshi.,
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
Sunday School .... 10:46
Poplar
Main & Broach Streets
YR
am
9:20
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:30 a.zn.
Morning Worship
Sunday
9:46
Third
Bible School
Holy Communion Each
10:40
Worship Hour
Sunday at 10 .3)
1:00
Evening Worthip
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 13th and Sycamore
NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
CHURCH OT CHRIST
10:00
CHESTNUT STREET
Rible (lasses
TABERNACLE
Worship & Preaching . 18:10 am
7:00
•
Chestnut
Worship
Eventng
&
Cherry
10:00 A.M.
ELM ONOVE
Sunday School
A.M.
11:00
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning worship
7:10 P.M. Sunday School
10:00 am
Evening Worship
Worship 11:00 a.m. arid 7.00 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
THE cwriscw.04JESUS
CHURCH
CHRIST OP LATTER-DAY
310 Irvan Ave.
10 A.M
SAINTS
Sunday School
P.M.
7
..
hold M the white chapel
Meeting
Worship
Sunday Evening
ZED MIMED
SIEEPE
CHURCH
000D
WEST MURRAY
METHODIST CEURCE
OF CHRIST
y
Hops sad
Now
(Pasinart
South 19th Street
lialphor Spetage Clarelesa)
Naas, wane. -- 10110 ea.
10.40 am.
Ilenbe memo — SAO s.m. Church School
9 :30 am.
Worship Service

MURRAY CW1418TIAN
CHURCH
WOW Rat - lvi & Maple
Bible School
Worship Service,

930 an
10:41 cm.

livening Serviis

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Rev. Marcia Mattisirlr. Pastor
Sunday Masseo: I a.m.,11. a.m and
4:10 p.m.

UNITED PICNTACO8TAL
CHURtH
New Conoord on Hwy 444
COLD WATER UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
ME I HODIST CHU tic
11 :00 am
Morning Worship .
JIma Baker, Peeler
7:00
p.m.
Evening Worship
First Sunday
SPRING CRIER BAPTIST
Church School
Morning Worship .... 11:00 am. Worship Service
.... 7:00 p.m.
Training Union
SCOTTS GROVE BAPI'DIT
Evening Worship ..., 8:00 p.m.
Worship Service ....
Training Union

NORTHaIDE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m

Worship Service
Evening Service

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

SINXING SPRINGS SAPTIST
CHURCH
.
Morning Worship
'Cram Ing Union .
Evening Worship ...
OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

01:00 am.

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

11:00 am.
41:Q0 pan.
5:30 p.m.

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OP THE NAZARENE
Kirksey, Kentucky

hers
rrow
11 us
going
d up
pie
we
eeds.
extra
noes.
I proome.
y seaoney

10:00 a.m.
5:30 p.m.

Morning Worship
11:00 am.
,unday Night Service . 7:00 p.m.

G

od has a destiny for America, and only eyes of
Faith can read that destiny. Were it not so, all
those who have, and will pay with their lives the
last full measure, will have Ad in vain.
We need only to look at our cemeteries to have
our manhood shocked and our Americanism awakened.
Our allegiance would be strengthened by that
look. We can never recompense for the supreme
sacrifice and heartache the spilling of each
drop of Wood caused. But every American should
bow his head in shame when he dares not to
salute our Grand Old Flag.
.
Phase let Us, this day, rededicate ourselves .
and say a benediction for all those who have and
will lay themselves, in our behalf,
between our wonderful country and all
her toes.
Lest We Forget.

HAZEL Mal0:TI111 couscm
H. H. Winchester. Mon**
11:00
RorahIP
.• 4:30
Training Uulon
Evening '1. Lashio ..• 7,10
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route 3 - Pottertown
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening V.orship

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
10:4A_ am.
Morning Worship
7:3Y Am.
Evening Worship

11:00
7:00
6:30

FIRST ASSEMBLY OP GOD

XT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PEE*BYTURIAN cHUR(H
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service .. 7.00 p.m.

CHURCH
South 11th and Mondani Load
orship genies
Sunday night

•.•

Morning Worship ..
Evening Worship

11:11

aga.

Ian

sm.

10:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

FIBS? METHODIST CHURCH
pins and Maple Street'
Morning Worship
1146 & 10:60 a.m.
EIREPEY BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m
Evening Worship
CHURCH
MEMORIAL SAPTIST
Hain Street at 11411
9:40 a.m
Sunday School
10:10 am.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship:
1:10 pIn.
(Sept.-March)
(April-SUS.)
NEW MOUNT CARREL
MISSIONARY surniiT USLITHCS

11:se

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 am
Sunday School
11 cm
Morning Worship
..1:30 pIn
Evening Worship
UNITED
..
EIEESET
METHODIST CEItrECH
Worship Service:
11:00 am. & 7.00 p.m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
lath & Syssmons
1:00 pm.
Sabbath School
3:00 p.m.
Worship Service
IINION GROVE CHURCH
01F CHRIST
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
librahlp Service
1:10 p.m
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

sievsseeer Feekves hulks%
See 231 - het Walk Lase

- form •combination
for good. Every men,
woman and child needs
th• influ•nc• of the
choreic Se, cent. let
es pe into th• house
of th• Lord t•t vs
suppori h•r program
of s•rvic• to hurnyoty, be• fetchful wort,
•r,• daily bible read'
cc and attend service.
r•gularly

RULOOD RIVER BAPTIST
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George B. Bandarra
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a. in. Wittonatlarer
Studree10:It am.
Tn.
p.
6:10
.
Rib). Lecture SinvaiW.-. 9:811
Evening Worship
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.

NTGROVE
SOUTH PLEASA
CHURCH
UNITED METHODIST
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
1:00 p.m
Worship
Evening

Sunday School
11:05 a.m.
Morning Worship
0:30 p.m
Evening Worship
CHURCH
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning Worship
7:10 pa
reentaff Worship

o Wafers

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
_
CHURCH
Charles K. IdattoOl Pastor
9:30 am
Church School
Service of Worship .... 11:00 am.

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
METWODIST CHURCH
11:05 a.m
Worship Service
111:00 a.m.
Church School

SALEM EAPTIST CHURCH
10:06 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
1:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Xurray-Pottertown Road
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
5:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

MEW! CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 al
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
16th & Main
9:16 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 am.
Morning Worship

Shady Oaks
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"The Friendly Funeral Horne"
24 Mr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
Phone 753-4612
311 No. 4th Street

Massey-Ferguson Salts & Service
Industrial Road

Phone 753-1319

Ilpmeemmr

**tacky fried Ckieltss

Holiday Inn

"It's Finger Likire Geed"'
Pres Delivery in Orders et 21.* or More
Try Our Delicious Reef II Ham 'Sandwich
Call In Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th
,
Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales and Servke
W. End Eggner's Ferry - US.dB i,Assecra)
Phone 474-2344

The Hitching Post

See Tho Oki Country Store
Ys Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Ph. 492-2206
Aurora Rd. - at. 1 Hardin, Ky. —

/NA

Carroll Tire Service

StrOleel Buildings
•

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

621 So. 4th

.

1105 Pogue

Phone 753-1875

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

-Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Your Johnson Meters Dealer
Spacial Rat. te Church Parties of 15 or Over
,.....,
Wilk Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supelles
‹ifieft 1--Dsys A Week from 5 a.m. to 9 p m.
Ph. 474-2259
94 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753 1'734
. 68
Aurora Rd. on
*

hiliators

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Cain & Treas Motor Sale*
Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

Famous Fish Dinners
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora

Phone 474-2202

.• .

Grecian Steak House

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

WS- YOUR HOST
TOM ANDRE
ng•
leni
ndit
anwces
- Chops - Seafood Plates - Sdih
Steaks
Ceenm.Plumbing, Heating and Air Ca
Phone 753-7724
, . 518 W. Main
Service
&
Sales
—
ial
rclai and Resident
Specials: Men., Sirloin Steak - Tue., *Worm Stook
Perm — Building Lets
ial.
Commerc
ial
Fish
Fri.,
Resident
Repairs & installation — Goa •4.. inn?
Wed., Ground Sines. Thurs., C.hicken sod Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing
Phone 75160
501 N. 4th
No. 12th Ext. 641 • Call In Orders to 753-4419
*

—
Holiday Restaurant 41-Q Ribs

A Friend

Posturing frisk Ky. Lake Catfish 4 Barp.m.
Open All Year — CM a.m. to 6:111
Phone 474-2228
Aurora, Ky.

Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - **dieters
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 753-4424
605 Maple Street

Tom's Pizza Palace
The Best Plus In Kentucky
Ilinsmiow

Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th Street

Phone 753 2221

iBlock E. of S 12th

Phone 753-5209

Boone's Incorporated
The cleaner That's Interested

In You

Phone 753-1489

ii

Claude Vaughn

Murray Auto Parts

Mobile Homes Court
Mayfield Highway 121

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:34 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Phone 753 5988
US. Hwy. 641 South

.

.

Mack & Mack

1
6 130
®0

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding
Hugh Adams Owner
Portable Service - Custom Wrought free
Fabrication and Repair
Phone 753 1378
Main & Industrial Road

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

Service

Grain Division

Lifetime Muffler lestaliallen 1/ Service
T•Ilisigns Mode to Order for Cars rind Soots
Phone 753-8119
North 4th Street

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sec
Plata Lunches Daily - lioneuet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs end All Social Meetings
753 31192
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Colonial House Smorgasbord,,
Oleic* Selection et Relishes - Salads
Vegetables and Desserts
Meats
Open Sundays
F.ist Service
Phone 753 2700
Hwy 641 North
A

Holmes Ellis. Mgr
Phone

E II. Outland, Supt.
75.1 MO

Hutson Chemical Co
,. *, Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Ne.4.Murray, Ky

f'Ili flt• 753-1993

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753 5012

Murray Livestock Company

Storey's Food Giant

Sal* Every 'Tuesday at 1 p.m. - pis. 752-5334
- Ficibark,eYegoQ- - ---.. liscman K. Ellis •
- J. W. Young '
Win. E. Dodson

• .

y•

Bel Air Shopping Center

West Side Beauty Shop

Shirley Florist

Irene Ray - Owner
"Your Complete Beauty Service"
W* - Wigkits - Falls

} Flowers for All Occasions
‘,
Member F.T.D.
753-3261
5CQ N. 4th St.

from Adm. Bldg.) - 753-3344

am.104 N. 15th (across
Roberts Realty

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Bawling At Its Best — Fine Feed
1415 Main Street

Phone 753-2202

Phone 753 7992

New & Used
ic...e4 O. G.400ftlis
753 20415

..
,
fitl,NNCII *NC ....0

505 W. Main

Nite 753-3924

Fish - Shrimp - Favorites In Pies
Drive-in Window & Carry Out Service
Del. Orders
Chestnut St. (next to Capri) - Call in to 753-4334

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
,,,.i.C.4

Phone 7511651

Daniel Boone Chicken 'N Beef

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts

......,rr„,,.

GU- 0. moven..
yAgreg Pre 430.54900

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
Phone 753 4832
8th at Chestnut

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
U sed (are — Minor Repairs
Night 753 -1548
Day 7533362

Hendon's Service Station
Closed On Sunday
Phillips M Products
No 4th Street

Phone 753 1921

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks 6 Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

Phone 753-3540
ilh

Alexander's Help Yourself Store
A Complete Line ef Groceries
The Best In Fresh Meats
202 Main Street

Phone 753 5652
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TRACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI).— One of the Apollo 12
moon stones, formed 4.6 billion
years ago and the most ancient
hmar or earth rock man has
ever seen, may help scientists
prove all parts of our solar
system formed about the same
time.
The mace agency says the
lemon-size stone is "clearly the
oldest rock yet found on the
moon," dating back to the time
scientists believe the sun and
its planets were born.
Space agency officials announced discovery of the rock

ETV Summer
Schedule Is
kmounced
By Mari Soult
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Educational
Television's broadcast boars for
the summer months will be Smdays through Thursdays 6 till 11
p.m.
There will be no broadcasts
during the day on Friday and
Saturdays. The change will move
around some of the presently
scheduled programs.
Since broadcasts do not start
with 6 p.m. the afternoon children's programs will move to
later time slots. What's New,
Misterogers' Neighborhood, and
Sesame Street will move to the
6, 630, and 7 p.m. time slots
reemectively. (Sunday through
Thursday)
Many requests have been receiyed to repeat some of the
polar programs during the
week. Thus, Book Beat, seen
Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. will
be repeated Sundays at 9 p.m.,
NET Playhouse seen Thursdays
at 8:30 p.m. will be repeated
Sundays at 30 p.m., and Julia
Child Ind her French Chef program Intl be seen Tbarsdays
at 10 p.m. as well as Wednesdays at 9 p.m.
Other immediate changes arec
+The Show — moves from
Mondays at 7 to Sundays at 8
p.m.
+DLscover Flying — moves
from Tuesdays at 7:30 to Mondays at 10 p.m.
+Toy That Grew Up — moves
from Wednesdays at 7 to Tuesdays at 10 p.m.

Tuesday and said it was unlikt
anything else brought back tc
earth by U.S. moon explorers.
They said Its chemistry was
"unique" and that it was 20
times more radioactive than
other lunar samples.
"If there was one dream or
one hope that many people had
from before the first landing on
the moon, it was that we
eventually (find) a sample that
would date back to formation of
the planets and perhaps even
the solar system," said Dr.
Paul Gast, chief of lunar and
earth sciences at the Houston
Space Center.
But he said no one anticipated it would happen this quickly.
The "very exciting" discovery, be said, was announced
simultaneously in Houston and
International Space
an
at
Congress meeting in Leningrad,
Russia.
Colored light graii re With
white crystals and
cloudy
darker gray "marble cake"
streaks, it measured threefourths of an inch thick, an
inch wide and 1.5 inches long.
The first hint it was different,
Anthony J. Cello, director of
science and applications said,
came when its radioactivity
was measured. He said that
test showed the rock contained
"20 times as much uranium,
thorium and potassium as any
other lunar rock."
Cabo said after this discovery
plans were laid to cut the rock
as carefully as if it were a rare
virgin diamond. Early this
month, he said, a single slice
was given to a team of
scientists from the United
States and England for initial
studies.

Hickman County
Infant Drowns
CLINTON, Ky., May 28—Teresa Burp% 1-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs: Paul Burpo,
Crutchfield Rt. 1, drowned at
about 5 p.m. Wednesday in a
farm pond adjacent to her home
on the Moscow Road.
The child reportedly was playing alone near the pond when
she was discovered missing
Her body was found shortly
after by members of the family.
Hickman County Coroner Robert W. Brown ruled the child's
death as accidental drowning.
The body was moved to the
C. W. Cuiry Funeral Home in
Dyersburg, Tenn.
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Miss Jobert
Has Trouble
With Driving

One Of Apollo 12's Moon
Samples May Help Man To
Answer Many Questions
By EDWARD K, DELONG
UPI Space Writer

MURRAY, KIWEEIONLY

by DOUG ANDERSON

MIAL ISTATI

NEW YORK (UPI)—Any
woman driver who had trouble
getting started will sympathize
with Marlene Jobert, whose
first effort at driving was
ride to remember.
Miss Jobert is rather nearyoung
most
sighted. Like
women, she doesn't like to wear
glasseg, and because she is a
movie star there are times
when she can't.
She learned to drive for the
picture, "Rider on the Rain," a
thriller which was filmed in the
south of France. Her first
Independent turn at the wheel
came during the shooting of a
scene for the movie.
"I was driving down a
country road, with trees on
either side," she said during an
CAMBODIAN BATTLEFIELD During a battle to retake the
city of Kampong Cham. Cambodia, from Communist forces,
interview in New York. "Because it was supposed to be
a -Cambodian soldier crouches near a winged dog stattre,
*raining, there were men on the
roof to splash-seater don Over
WIRED FOR SOUND -Just like astronauts, this young wolf has a blotelemetry and ampliinternal problem the council has the
Windshielcr—
fier attached to its body so fascinated youngsters can hear its heart beat on a loudspeaker
"is with the director." He Ant"The cameraman and the
• at the children's section of the St. Louis Zoo
ed to 0E0 letters received earl- director were on the hood,
said
sup- taking pictures of me through
ier this year which he
ported his statement.
the windshield. In character for clinging green midi dress which bare-snoulders-in-bed bit, The
MOSILIIT TO PARKS..,
Brown haid said Arnold was the scene, I had to look happy
set off her auburn hair, is a nearest it comes to nudity is a
STIIIID TO PIIRSONNIEL
to blame for various PAEOC and sing a little song as I
Jobert's
Miss
which
in
petite, nice-looking girl (despite scene
committees not holding meet- drove.
a profusion Of freckles, which leading man, Charles Bronson,
Virgil Stead, a Louierill• in"I kept smiling and I sang on she deplores), with 46 kilo- strips to the waist.
Altai Arnold, chairmen of t‘e ings as required. Arnold replied
surance agent, has been mined
I
didn't
the
easy.
function
committees
not
was
but
it
key,
Purchase Area Economic Oppordisposed
nicely
weight
of
grams
to the State Pelle:mai Board to
tunity Council, Thursday criti- properly even before he (Arn- could not really see where I over her 1,60-meter frame. In
Douglas Mole
was going; and I knew that If I American, that means she is 5
Modes L Owen, executive repkine the Rev.
cized the work of Curlee Brown, old) became chairman.
Arnold, said Brown doesn't hit one of those trees all those foot 3 and weighs 103 pounds. director of .the Kentucky Crime lay "oho resigned to become a
executive director of the counexpects the Ds dietnict manager for the State
submit "constructive" matters men on the car would fall off.
cil.
The color of her eyes is C,omoziesion,
to approve Perks Department.
that
Justice
for
me
on
of
He
or
partment
insurance
the
"to
people.
the
the
board
.
Arhoid's statement was in redifficult to pin down, even for
15 the commission's
high."
June
by
what
asked
she
is
ply to comments made by doesn't know how to ask simple day's work was very
her. When
steed win usseed by Go-v.
are the
It was not easy for Miss they are, the best she can say request for an additional $1.5
Brawn at a May 21 PAEOC questions like: How
Louie B. Nunn to serve the restory,
UP—
that
tell
to
going
poor
to
of
to
the
problems
Jobert
hands
"'
led
blue . inithcin
meeting held at Murray in
green
is "gray,
meeeley's term
grade law enforcement at state =snider eg
are our goals because she chose to tell it in
which Brown accused Arnold of be solved? What
depending."
wen& ends Jon. 24, 1972. Moseand local levels in Kentucky.
What are English, and her English is as
in
solving
poverty?
"Rider on the Rain" is
"fighting the program."
kao, a tamer preform at Lied.
we going to do to help the poor recent as her driving. She did remarkable among recent "Our first two major requests
Arnold said he (Arnold) never in these four counties?"
been
sity-WRion Colleen, Columbia,
sPinsred
for
hsws
funds
very well, but she had to ask French pictures because it does
Ky, agi supervise pens in
Owen
,"
has been criticized by the Atlanmodifiattion
without
Arnold said Brown is paid for for help with words like "roof' not include any real nude
Southeastern Kentucky.
ta office of the Office of Ecothe
said, "and this Pim follows
his work while he (Arnold) Is and "hood."
scenes, not even the traditional same balanced priorities."
nomic Opportunity but that evwearing
Jobert.
Miss
not. "All of my concern is for
ery letter the council receives
the poor and that they may
is critical of Brown.
have a better life, because I
He said the Atlanta office con- know what it is like to be poor,''
sistently has threatened to de- Arnold, a resident of Paducah
fund PAEOC "to get him Rt. 5, said.
eBrown) to do his job."
Arnold said he did not atBrown said May 21 that Arntend the May 21 meeting beold does not fulfill his obliga- cause he
was on vacation.
tions as chairman of the countwice has been
The
council
cil. Arnold replied some council
members have been members threatened with defueding. The
for several mouths but won't at- Atlanta office conducted a hearsoon will detend meetings regularly because ing recently and
to approve funds
they do not want to listen to cide whether
for PAEOC beginning July 1.
Brown's remarks.
operating
Arnold said a poverty pro- The council has been
$62,540.
of
grant
provisional
a
on
.
.
.
"badly
gram is needed
0E0 claimed both times that
we also need a director or somenot been folone to administer the program its directives have
The organizabecause it is not reaching the lowed by PAEOC.
tion serves McCracken, MarCalloway
Brown had said the council shall, Graves and
County.
has internal organization prob
lems. Arnold replied the only

EOC Chief
Replies To
Criticism

BUTLER BACKS FUNDS FOR
RETARDATION CINTIR
s

Peck the Pillar

Wendell P. Butler, state superintendent of public instruction, has recommended that
$1 4 million in federai vocational training funds be used to
build the state's new resPeck is an extremely intelli- help
training center for the
gent man who could have risen idential
Somerset.
to the top in any field he had retarded at
The center is a project In
chosen. But, by his own admission, he's doing whgt he likes Gov. Louie B. Nunn's $25 can/
non coestruotion program, for
best- -acting.
Gregory is also 'so of Holly- IMO to be paid for with Sate
wood's top citizens. He's presi- funds already in hand and with
• dent of the Academy of Motion federal funds whee available
Picture Arts and Sciences and
The apparent kar bid for coois also in charge of.the Motion
Abe 44110_ bid
.
Picture Cedhtly • House fun opening
was approximately
membec
raising. He is also a
$11.5 million, about $2.5 milof the board of the American lion over the architect's esti
National
the
Film Institute and
mate.
.
Committee of the Arts.
The Nonce department is
A clue to his nature - although
he .choses his words carefully studying the bid by Six Indus.
and deliberatelyThe has a great tries kr. Springfield, Ohio,'
he wastes and the design to see if costs
-inspect for time
none. And unlike many per- can be pared.
formers we know, he puts himself Completely in the hands of
the -director. In the case of
Walk The Line," it was young
director John Frankheimer.

He Can Also Play Crumbling Men
a.

By ARMY ARCI4ERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent'
HOLLYWOOD--Can you picture Gregory Peck as• rottingaway -rural sheriff who is driven
to tragedy by conflicts he can't
comprehend? Wall--more yet—
in "I Walk The Line." Peck
flees an unhappy rhatsiage for
'",12%.*--%airy favors of a-yelflirgert
from a moonshining family. This
personal complication causes
him to compromise his professional responsibilities, leading to
murder and more tragedy.
Can this be our Gregory Peck,
the pillar of high purpose and
integrity' How could he adjust
to this crumbling compromised
character Easy. you could my
he gets a million $!
However Greg smiles, r and
slowly answers."No. one doesn't
think of the role as much as the
r.tory The story attracted me.
Men do get themselves in those
fixes: he smiled 'They' do find
there is no sAtition This is the
tragedy of a displaced person, a
fellow who can t adapt to urbaniza,tion to marriagl, to
reality A tidwnce:- can understand that and relate to It"
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REPORTS ON TALKS Ituriu!
a news confereni e
Bun!,
West Germany, Chan. "II.,
Willy Brandt mays his
ond talk with East Getu:
Prime Minister Will; st. •
revealed many rrf their ••
ferenres ale
th,r,
had imagined .

WE HAVE 2, 4-bedr
in Canterbury Estat
don, both have 244
pet, central heat ant
boning, carpet, two c
One has large shady
washers, ranges, dim
many other nice feat
must be seeen to app
subdivision is in t.1
City School System.
WE HAVE a 4-bedr
in Plainview Acres 5.
that has two baths,
rage, fireplace, carp
heat and air. This le
cant, possession with
ON RYAN Avenue
3-bedroom brick with
trig heat, air conditio
es,, nice shady lot,
been University cami
linger $20,000.00.
LOCATED corner 14t
lar a 3-bedroom house
tric heat, wall-to-ws
garage, den, and prie
$14,000.00.
ON SYCOKA.RE S
have a 3-bedroom bri
shady lot for $14,500.'
is now rented and
shwn by appointme
ON NORTH 18th Streo
a very nice 2-bedroi
house with large she
$12,600. Owners are
town. Has FHA 4)4%
owners will transfer.
$81.80 month.
IN PINEBLUFF Shot.
vision we have a yet
2 bedroom brick and
house furnished. This
large family room,
electric hest and is
$9,250.
JUST LISTED a 40 s
with modern 11-rooi
Has tobacco barn, AI
2 garages, smoke ho
well and well house
hen, carpet and is
322,000.
3-BEDROOM brick in
Kentucky Lake and on
from Murray on gol
med. Has 34 basement
paved drive to sties
mder $20.000.
LITT'LE 3-bedroom
located at 1105 Popla
a tri level with 2 be
utility, air conditionin
ful drapes. Extra nic
like new, garage,
lawn. Must be seen to
predate.
4-BEDROOM brick o
13th, with 2 ceramic
wall to wall carpet, r
conditioned, drapes, 1
antena and rotar. Thit
vacant. Possession with
priced at $22,500.

ON NORTH lath Stre
a wonderful income 01
a 2-bedroom brick I
two furnished aparti
lot 100' x 200', now r
6S23-.06'per -month.
ed n 13% income
mast let us show yo
YOU WILL fined t
many more good buy
erts Realty, 505 Mato
call Hoyt or Ray Rol
1651,

o

•

ON MELROSE, new
room brick with 2% 1
mal dining room, tat
room, panelled family
fireplace, nice kitt
built in appliances, ea
tral best and air. Call

•

"A SENSIBLE actor," claims
the now-veteran actor Peck.
"has enough to dip _learning to
be the character in his role as
well as capturing the tenor of
the story."
Peck is now talking about his
next film, "The Defector.;" with
A here? Ilieeporv Peck here is Richard Burton. Burton would
-I AM aware that I'm mostly
West in et very different role. direct Greg and Elizabeth Taylor would be his co-star. Alcast as a heroic character but
if he could have played
that has to do with the way doubt if he had been 5 feet 4, though Burton would be in the
film, he says his role would be
Prn built If I'd been 5 feet 4 them tall and ugly.
inches and ugly. I might have inches face-Er Peck is a stand- incidental and thus, the love
Let'l
Burton would 'direct
had a greater range of roles."
-And it's not scenes
,
out wherever Kr-in
would involve Peck with Mrs.
Peck says.
But
height.
his
of
because
solely
-I like pictures that d0 what his handsome figure, strong Burton.
It should be interesting Peck
-they set out to ft...Movies. after voice and face, ,powerful look,
all. are made' for 'audiences If all spell star- better yet, super has one Oscar and four nominations. And up to this year, Buryou pretend you're doing some- Aar.
nominations. You
thing else, you're fooling yourThat goes no matter where ton had six
self. That is why I count nivseif Peck goes - Any part of the can bet they'll both be giving
an entertainer first That's my globe he commands attention. their all tor another nomination
one But while Peck
job to entertain audiences
He can at no time appear in in this be
classified as "Best
would
Peck can rest assured he's public without commanding at- Actor" category. Burton would
made films that do what they tention and recognition. He is have to settle for "Supparting
set out to do from sia h as one of the few Hollywood Stars Actor, and Director"
ho draws the "now" and
"Gentleman's Agreement- to
In either case. Elizabeth TayTli e
"Ilan In The Gray Flannel "then" generations.
lor can't lose with these two
tots" dig him and the movie
AMU' '-Ti' Kill A Mocking
neithei
courses Come to think of it
ihrd" hick to ••The Yea rling'' buffs in college Cinema
can Drev With T.i7
an., "Duel In The Sjin " And we

NOTICE: on June 1
party listed wth Rob
will be pieced an Mt
Mg unless owner rs
It not be. This will
after June the 1st de
26 people to assist i
buyers for your prop
extra coat to you, if
property to sell list.
harts Realty mid he
vantage of 16 years E
experience. In cone
ask the people who 1
with us, we welcome
veetigation.

We won't flip when you come
dripping straight from the pool. As
a matter of fact, bring your friend
in her bikini. Wet or dry, you're
always welcome at Convenient.

BEAUTIFUL, almost
tad designed, custom
leveLhonse with two I
ed lots in Stigma
Over 3600 square ft
Carpeted living roan
'heard beamed ceilint
Bohm*. Lame dint*
glass sliding doors
SO' redwood deck. La
so with extra cabins
er, dish washer aol
breakfast mom Stc
panelled family room
doors to stone patio.
peted bedrooms and
which can be fifth
Throe complete tiled
side two car garage.
level has very Imp
game room with largo
also utility room, hi
extras such as cedar
Andersen windows an
ic air cleaner. Gas
electric central air
Ing By transferred
7488

come
asyou
are
,0
0
CONVEN/ENT
Car

•

•
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS Pot SALE

JOIN OUR

1889 JEEP, four wheal drive,
law mlleage, has two tope. Call
IYC
753-7860.

ECONOMY DRIVE

7WROMIIWE

'59 FORD Station Wagon, See
cellent running condition. Call
31-28-C
753-8573.

MAY 29. 1970

AUOS FOE SALE

New Datsun
Trade-Ins

1968 Plymouth four door
We have traded for several
hardtop Fury III. Air
older model cars, now we
1961
VALIANT,
$30.00.
Phone
and power. Extra nice,
need the space and will sell
7534032,
M-29-C
$1995.00.
82AL IMITATE POE $ALE
IUIAL ESTATE POE SALE
POlt IIALII
MOMS
the following cars at low
W70
pick-up
CHEVROLET
prices:
ROOF PROBLEMS: We have the 1969 GALAXIE convertible
NOTICE: on June lst all pro- $10.00 DOWN end $10.00 pei
Red with white top, truck, elate= cab, V-8 autoanswer. Apply new roof with
perty listed win Roberts Realty month will buy a large wooded
•
power steering a n d mark. 1987 Okis 98 Luxury aewill be placed on Multiple Liat. 100' x 200' lot at Keniana
11Y-Kles Fibrated Asphalt Aluacwith
air and all
Lkey
brakes. One owne r,
minum for only 3 cents per
ins =leas owner request that Shores. All utilities including
1966 SEMCA 4-Door Sedan.
. Brand new Urea Cain
$2395.00.
Square foot. Seals out rain, InIt not be. This will mean that water available, lake access pri
Real good condition. Exand Taylor Gulf Station. Cornafter June the let there will be valeges. Phone 436-5320 for con
and reduces interior 1968 VOLKSWAGEN
•
Fat- er of 6th and Main_
economy.
11-23-C
cellent
Z people to assist in securing pieta information and directemperature by 15 degrees.
back. Red, one owner,
Was $69500 Now $485.
buyers for your property at no none.
Wears for years. Ask about ipslocal car. Only $1695.00 1967 BUICK LaSsine, four door
cial 20 gallon drum price at
extra cost to you. If you have
Tempest Stasedan, factory air and power. 1962 PONTIAC
Hughes Paint Store
property to sell lig it with Ro- HOUSE, near lake. Cheap. In1966 CHEVY II two door, 6- Local car. Black vinyl roof. 1987
tion Wagon. Sound motberts Really and have the ad- quire at 414 South 8th Street,
cylinder, standard trans
June-25-C
or, real good transporBuick Skylark four door hardTERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
vantage of 16 years Reel Estate Murray.
mission. Low mileage,
M.30-I'
tation. Make us an oftop. Gold with black vinyl roof.
ONE USED Frigidaire electric
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
experience. In considering us
$795.00.
Factory Mr and all power. Tintfer!
range( custom Imperial) double
ask the people who have dealt
Almost every home in the nation is threatened with invasoven. One used Frigidaire frost 1965 CHEVROLET V-8, au- ed glass all the way around.
EMT
with us, we welcome your inHardion, or has already been invaded ,by termites.
proof refrigerator-freezer. 1201
transmission, Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. 1960 CHRYSLER 4-Dr.
tomatic
vestigation.
TWO • BEDROOM =furnished
They may reveal, their presence through visible destruction
top. Lots of extras, inSouth 18th Street Phone 753burgandy with match- Corner of 6th and Main. 31-29-C
duplex quirtment Phone 751
but more often their work goes unseen.
cluding air conditioning.
E89. Next to the Nazarene
ing interior, $109340.
WE HAVE 2, 4tedrooin houses
1987 CHRYSLER New Yorker 4TIC
0468.
You could be totally unaware of the fact that thousands of
Church.
Make us an offer!
3-1-P
in Canterbury Estates Subdivi
black
with
Blue
termites had invaded and nere feeding in the under-struc1967 FORD, four door VS door hardtop.
sloe, both have 2% baths, car NICE FURNISHED air conditure of your home . . . traveling through the foundation
automatic. Spec is 1. vinyl roof, factory air, power
1965 VOLKSWAGEN. Good
350 YAMAHA motorcycle. 1800
tioned apartments for college
Pelt, central heat and air-con
steering said brakes. 1965 Fal
. . . and infesting the ground under your expensive land$1095.00.
condition. local car.
J-1•C
miles.
753-1294.
Phone
tioning, carpet, two car garages. girls. Call 753-3108 or 753-3888
scaping.
con, 6 cylinder automatic. Cain
Was $795.00 Now $615.110
dishlot,
shady
ITC
large
has
door,
1969 FALCON two
One
one and Taylor Gulf Station. 'CornCALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
1968 BSA'-Motorcycle, Flreb
welshers, ranges, dispose* and
owner. Low, low mile- er of 6th and Main.
M-29-C
PROOFING
7
Phone
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE
scrambler, 800 miles
1966 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan.
many other nice features whicb FURNISHED apartments and
age, 01595.00.
3-2-N
in.
p.
5:00
boys.
after
3657
A
OF
college
for
SKILL
AND
rooms
private
KNOWLEDGE
REQURES
THE
Up to 30 miles per galThis
appricate.
to
seeen
must be
Impala four
, 4
1967 MUSTANG hardtop, 1966 CHEVROLET
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
lon. Real economy.
subdivision is in the Murray Call 753-5108 or 753-680E TIC
1965 MOBILE home, 10' x 40'
with factory air and
sedan
door
V-8 automatic transmisOur Job is to find termites, destroy their colonies and preWas $795.00 Now $650.00
City School System.
bedroom. James Gibson
one
of
set
power.
new
FOUR-BEDROOM brick boos.
tires
Brand
vent their recurring In your home. We know their habits,
sion. New car trade in.
WE HAVE a 4-bedroom house Paneled den. New furnace. Idea
M-30-C
753-7940.
1964 OLDS.88, four door sedan
where they attack and how to termite proof for long range
1964 CHEVY Impala ConverSharp, $1495.00.
in Plainview Acne Subdivisio area. $135.00 per month
Local car with factory air and
protection.
Trail
tible. Good top. blac
Travel
17'
STARCRAFT
that has two baths, two-car
Sharpe. Call 783-8207 or 0011965 MUSTANG 2 Plus 2. power. Good local car. Cain and
room
bath
with
'
complete
er,
Nice. -__ $545.
finish.
rage, fireplace, carpet,
TIC
247-5468.
Power steering, V-8, Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
stove, hot and cold water, heat
heat and air. This house is
M-20-C
and Main.
6th
Only
clean.
$1195.00.
1966 DATSUN "1600" Sports
TV antenna, sleeps four. Excel
DUPLEX furnished apartment
cant, possession with deed.
at
Car. The hot one! Real
7534978
have
call
sumFor
we
condition,
lent
four
Avenue
Subdivision.
500,
Ky.
Galexie
Murray,
1964 CHRYSLER station wa- 1963 FORD
Westwood
ON RYAN
100 South 13th Street
M-29-NC
nice. 2 to choose from.
ter 5 p. in.
gon. One owner. Air and door sedan. 1962 Buick station
3-bedroom brick with den, dee mer semester. Phone 782-2080
Phone 753-3414, Day or Night
J-1-P
wagon. Cain and Taylor Gull
or 753-6731.
power, $805.00.
trig heat, air conditioning,
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 20 YEARS
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin
1963 International Scout. 4Station. Corner of 6th and Main
es, nice shady lot, one
INSURED P`OR YOUR PROTECTION
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos 1962 FORD Country Squire
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a
wheel drive.
M-29-C
from University campus, p
LICENSED BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
Across from Post Office, Loa.
partment, available Jim L
9-passenger, air and
Was $795.00 Now $335.88
unaler $20,000.00.
MEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ardo Piano Co., Paris, Term.
power. Low mileage. 1963 PONTIAC station wagon
LCkCATED corner 14th and Po Carpeted, Mr-conditioned. Phone
1964 FORD Galaxie 2- Door
H-MMEC
PS.-As a homeowner or potential builder of a new home,
One owner. Red and with factory air and power. 1963
lar a 3-bedroom house with elec 753-2808.
Hardtop. Real nice.
Bonneville two door hardtop
remember, treatment during construction usually costs
$695.00.
white,
tric heat, wall-to-wall carpet,
COMPLETE Auto License Di$645.00
building cost. If you don't treat
total
Bonneville
the
1964
Only
power.
of
with
1%
of
only
½
in
located
TRAILER,
HOUSE
only
at
priced
and
den,
garage,
rectory for Calloway and Mar 1965 CHEVROLET station four door hardtop. Dark blue
develop In your home,
termites
and
construction
during
2-Door
300
CHRYSLER
Phone
1964
Village.
Home
Mobile
$14.000.00.
shall Counties. Available June
wagon, air and power. with black vinyl roof, factory
the corrective measures (exclusive of damage repairs)
M-30-C
Hardtop. Power steering
ON SYCOMARE Street we 753-3895 or 753-3482.
advance.
in
be
must
Orders
1st.
only
Clean,
$1005.00.
usually cost about 15 of the total bulldlna_value.
air and all power. Car bought
and power brakes, autohave a 3-bedroom brick on nice ONE-BEDROOM furnished gaPrice $15.00. Write Box 626 o
new in Memphis. Cain and Tay$145.00
shady lot for $14,500. This house rage apartment Private entranmatic. Only
11-21iC
phone 753-5572.
PARKER FORD INC,
lor Gulf Station. Comer of 6th
is now rented and must be ce. Phone 753-8781.
M-29-C 00 ti
0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 OA 0.0 0
• 0.0 00
.
0.1
0,1:
Main
&
7th
of
114-29-C
Corner
Main.
and
WANT SOMEONE to take o
Vi
4 II 0 0 0 0 0 0 Vi
Vi
V., ••
4 4 4 fo 4 to
sliewn by appointment only.
Vi
Phone 753-5273
payments on almost new double
TRAILERS, day,
ON NORTH 18th Street we have CAMPING
M-30-C 1969 CHEVROLET Impala cookeyboard Hammond Organ and
a very nice 2-bedroom frame weekend, or week. Enjoy the
vertible. Power steering, brakes,
cabinet
tone
Leslie
for
147
Model
lot
shady
large
Clifhouse with
good old summer time.
tilt wheel, excellent condtion,
after
753-3852,
days,
Mike,
leaving
Call
are
$12,600. Owners
ford's Gulf, at Five Points,
"Open Evenings"
23,000 miles. Phone 753-3717.
M-29-P
4:30, 7534977.
M-29-C
town. Has FHA 4%% loan that phone 753-9001.
Mt SALMI•
Sycamore Street
3-1-C
owners will transfee. Payments
Phone 753-7114
TIRE SALE. Gulf 4-ply, white- PANASONIC solid abate portable 951
one
with
HOUSE
FURNISHED
CHEVROLET pick up.
$61.86 month.
14; 775 x tape :weeder. Two tape tweeds.
x
825
15;
x
815
wall,
kitchen
room,
living
bedroom,
3-1-P
Phone 753-8776.
IN PINEBLUFF Shore-s Subdi14, $19.95. F. E. T. paid. You AC-DC operated. Model No. ElQ
vision we have a year around and carport. Phone 733-1859.
up this 1023. Accessories; Dynamic micpass
to
afford
not
can
M-30-C
2 bedroom brick and frame
WANTED TO BUT
tire deal. Clifford's Gulf, at rophone with iemote metro)
holm furnished. This house has TWO
furnished
BEDROOM
SERVICES OFeERED
753-9091. switch, me:rose:me case and
phone
Points,
Five
WANT TO BUY used 18,000
large family room, fireplace, house, Panorama Shore-s. Pine
M-29-C land belt, radio cord R. 3 inch
electric heat and is priced at pending, available September
HAY CUT, bailed and put in BTU air conditioner. Phone 75331-30-C
6685 or 753-2985.
$9,250.
OLD KITCHEN table, refinish- reel and a magnetic ear phone. barn. Phone 753-8090.
1, 1970. Phone 753-3087 after
tape and batteries.
JUST LISTED a 40 acre farm 5:00 p. in.
June-11-C WANT TO BUY moie -Camera
ed ill antique green, 54' x 36' Splicing
M-30-P
$1540. Phan* 7534073. 111-29-C Used one month, $40.00. Phone
with modern 11-room house.
753-3147 or 7534875 before SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and Phone 7334813 after 6:00 p. in
Hes tobacco barn, stock barn, TWO BEDROOM furnished cinJ-1-C
2 GERRAD turn tables( No. 0:00 p. in..
CLTFNC small appliances repaired and
July
Available
new
house.
house,
block
der
2 garages, smoke
Q.
A-70 and Lab-80). One Gibson
yard tools sharpened. 312 R
well and well house, electric 1. Air conditioned. Pine Bluff
i.
amplifier, one four drawer file TWO window fans, also assort- South 12th Street. Phone 753
CARD OF THANKS
heist, carpet and is priced at Shores. Phone 753-5087 after
cabinet, one National cash re- ed Ilse canning jars. Phone a& 6067.
June 23-C
M-30-P
Cr
5:00 p. m.
We wish to say -thanks so
$2Z000.
la•
or
station
service
(for
gister
2289.TISIC
very much" to everyone for the
3-BEDROOM brick in sight of TWO BEDROOM Mr conditiongrocery). 2 bicycles, 1970 Mav••
many kindnesses shown us durKentucky Lake and only 8 miles
IT'S inexpeneive to clean rugs
'
1966
car,
753-41389.
Fairlane
erick
staPhone
500
trailer.
ed
ing the illness and death of our
CUSTOM FARM WORK
from Murray on good paved
tion wagon with air. Phone 753- and upholstery with Blue LusHay Bailing, Silage chop- mother. To our many friends
road. Has le basement, carport,
M-29-C tre. Rent electric shampooer $1.
in.
p.
4:00
after
1497
and neighbors for the food and
paved drive to street, priced TWO BEDROOM trailer, airBig K.
M-30-C ping, Combining, Plowing and
flowers. To the doctors and
rent: five room
or
SALE
FOR
Disking.
conditioned, shady lot Rent
ander $20,000Phone 753 5862
Corner of 6th & Main
::
nurses on the 2nd floor for
207
on
garage,
in
with
3-bedroom doll house S50 00 per month. Phone 489- 0
closed
cow
house,
REGISTERED
Angus
Bob
Phone
Earl
or
Pones
0.*
ml4c
their kind attention said everyM-30-C
Days, 753-2532
South 15th. Street, two blocks good Charlois bull calf, $390.00
Located at 1105 Poplar. This is 3623.
0.0
cs,..„
•
••e
o,-;„
0,-.
O.'.
ong_that helped in any way.
Nights 753-80110
from campus. Will finance. Al- for both. Phone 753-7575.
10
10
a tri level with 2 baths, liege
VI
CI
VIOVIOVI
I/
I/
VI
Vi
VI
Vi
aefficiency
The family of
so have a furnished apartment
M-29-C
H-ITC
utility, Mr conditioning, beauti- LARGE furnished
condtioned and
Mrs. Bulah Todd
for couple. Everything furnishful drapes. Extra nice carpet, partment Aar
entrance,
ed, utilities and all. See or call
Like new, garage, extra nice electric heat. Outside
FLOOR SANDING and HadaEd Rickman, 753-5683. 31-30-C
lawn. Must be seen to fully ap- couple preferred. Farris White
HELP WANTED
house Apartments, 1806 West
ing, new and old floors, work BUILT-IN RISK
preciate.
ITC
NEW SOFA and matching chair WXNTED: Homeworters, ewe- guaranteed, 25 years experience.
4-BEDROOM brick on South Main.
sets, $100.00 New box spring lope addressers. Send self-ad- John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
BOULDER, Colo. (UPI)
13th, with 2 ceramic tile baths, FOUR ROOM furnished apartand mattress sets, $30.00. Glass dressed stamped envelope for Route 2, 42088; phone 376-2998. Frederick P. Thieme, Inaugurwail to wall carpet, range, air- ment, washer included. Located
733-3616.
Phone
tables.
top
tower,
June-28-C ated Wednesday as president of
conditioned, drapes, TV
complete details. Keafauvaes
311 North 5th Street. Available
TFC 1474 N. Grand St. Wabash, Ind.
eaten' and rotar. This house Is through
the University Of Colorado, says
semester.
summer
MRS.
ALBERT
Key
will
be doJune4-P ing
vacant Possession with the deed Phone 753-1203.
not all of his friends consider
J-1-C
25 NICE feeder pigs. Phone 48002.
in
alterations
basement at
priced at $22,500.
M-30-C WANTED Waitress. Apply in Lea-man's starting June 1. Form- the job a great honor.
492,8626.
40' HOUSE TRAILER on
"One oaf my friends has
ON NORTH 16th Street we have 10' x
erly located- at Reece's Men's
eight person at Tom's Pizza Palace.
kit. All deetric, air-cue
KITTENS,
SIAMESE
characterized taking
on a
a wonderful income opportunity, shady
.11-14
M-211-P
Jel-C
753-1203,Phone
weeks aid Seal Point. Phone
presidency 0fse days as being
a 2-bedroom brick house and ditioned.
J-3-C
753-6762.
CALL THIS number for panel- no differentIThm buying a
two furnished apartments. On NICE TWO BEDROOM mobile
WANTED: Yard boy to work ing, painting or general repairs. ticket on the Titanic," he
kit 100' x 200', now renting for hone, located 2/
2 miles math
1
pAetrAidepaiaires ritriutixed-.Free estimates. 753-4684. -1-4-C explained.
NO regret, the best yet; Bine4.4tate
40155.00r 'month. if interest- et -Murray off 641. Phone 79)•
TFCe
474-2288.
Lustre cleans carpets beauti P
ed in 12% income on invest- 4645 after 4:00 p. se.
LIMA, Ohio (UP!)- Police
NUS. Rent electric shampooer WANTED: Male or female, full
malt let us show you this.
J-14
•
$1. Western Auto, Home of
here had a wild day WednesSURPRISE GIFT
YOU WILL fined these and
in
part
or
Apply
Lime.
person,
"The Wishing Well".
11-80-C
day.
many more good buys at Rob- NICE FURNISHED apartment,
M-29-C
Grecian Steak House.
A man ran naked through a
LONDON (UPI) - Retiring
erts Realty, 505 Main Street or Mr conditioned, electric heat,
ten
bull,
Angus
REGISTERED
WANTED; Man to trim hedge Member of Parliament Em- Laundromat but escaped arrest,
call Hoyt or Ray Roberts, 733- carpeted, completely furnished.
old.
436-5618.
months
Phone
M-29-C Big shady yard. Concrete driveand trees. Phone Mrs. Tucker manuel Shinwell, 85, received a
1651.
Deputies were sent to investiM-30-C
way, outside entrance. 110 feet
M-30-P surprise farewell gift from his gate the theft of $150 in
153-3230.
ON MELROSE, new four-bed- from edge of campus. Water
colleagues Wednesday- a sling- personal property, The stolen
ICE MACHINE, 250 pound bed;
room brick vrith 2% baths, for- and garbage pick-up paid by
Item turned out to be a 12-foot
shot.
see at Fenton & Hodge. Phone
mal dining room, large living' landlord. Cotgaes only. Phone
totem pole,
31.30-C JOB POSITIONS open at Mur.
753-4669.
room, panelled family room with 753-3805.
J-44
-ay State University. Refriger-•
with
kitchen
nice
fireplace,
FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator, good Rion repair man. Must be gustbuilt in appliances, carnet, cen- HOUSE TRAILER, VW x 55', two
condition. Phone 753-2200. 1TP tied in repair, installation and
2%
conditioned,
air
;orvicing refrigeration equiptral heat and air. Call 753-3903. bedroom,
Phone 753M-29-C miles from Murray.
nent. Two Refrigeration apprenwashing
WRINGER-TYPE
ma
NOTICE
J-11•C
7856 or 753-6231.
chine. In working condition Aces, two air-conditioning aplrentices; one tooter helper;
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerSell cheap. Phone 753-1346.
BEAUTIFUL, almost new, weldzhnee night time janitors; one
vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C. BE YOUR OWN BOSS with a
splitbuilt
custom
tact designed,
ielivery man. Apply for the a.
M. Sanders. Phone 382,2488 good weekly income. For a small
NOTICE
leveLhonie with two large woodinvestment , of from eight to FOUR camping trailers Clean, rove positions at the Personnel
Lynnville, Kentucky.
ed lots in Sherwood For.
June-16-C nrne hundred dollars, you cad, ready to go. Spare tire and iervices,'Administration BuildOver MOO 'guars feet tfp all. a.
own and senstice ten (stamp) mattresses. Go camping at your ng, second floor, Murray State
CITY OF Murray Business Pri- rending machines. This requires Convenience. Clifford's Gulf, at J niversity.
Carpeted living room, has ea31-30-C
vilege and vehicle licenses se two (2) to three (3) hours per Five Points, phone 753-9091
thedral beamed ceiling and hags
pired May 1st. These licenses week. The possibilities of this
ftrplace. Lame dining all with
WANTED: experienced salesmust be purchased before Juni is unlimited. This route is alglans sliding doors alto 11
Certified Wayne
lit to avoid a 10% penalty.
VT redwood deck. Lovely kite!
ready established.. Transporta- CRUSHED STONE and sand lady for clothing and piece
Certified Kent
en with extra cabinets, dime*
tion IS necessary. If interested Call, We deliver one toe or roods dept. Write Box 421 Murer, dish washer and attached
•-• write P. 0. Box 401, Murray, 1,000. Fred Gardner 753-5319 ray, Ky. Give references. M-30-C
Registered Dare
H-1TC
BRENDA COLEMAN will be Kentucky for interview.
breakfast room. Stone foyer,
NANTED: experienced grocery
Registered Hood
back at Judy's Beauty Shop be
panelled family room with glass
M-30 P
.- .sishier. If interested write Box
ginning Wednesday, May 27.
,
.
Solo Herbicide
doors to stone patio. Few ea
ME with 12-X, Murray, Ky., giving age,
x 53' N1CBTIE
She invites all her friends and I, ALBERT B. SMITH and the
peted bedrooms and also *Moe
Inoculation
fl%' a 10%' extension. Three
3-1-C
former patrons to call her for Ken-Bar Lakes Realty will not bedrooms, carpeting. Only $2, eferenoes, etc.
which can be fifth bedroom.
3309A
Corn
Seed
Pioneer
in appoinnnent Located Bel be responsible for any promises,
Three complete tiled baths. In•
J-1-P
800.00. Phone 753-6637.
Yellow Corn
Air Shopping Center. Phone comlnitments, or debts for any
side two oar garage. Dry lower
Stull 8111
7b3-5002.
J-1-C one 'other than himself. J-2-C 14 FT. BOAT, 50 HP motor, WANTED: Meat wrapper. Must
level has very large finished
game room with large fireplace.
skis mid accessories. Phone 436- se willing to work. Apply in
BALDWIN PIANCS and organs
J-1-C person to, Owen's Food Market,
5551.
also utility room. Many other
WANTED TO RENT
-rent $10.00 monthly, rent ap107 West Main.
3-1-C
extras such as cedar shake root.
91.14ust
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a
buy,
or
WANT
rent
TO
Two
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le air cleaner. Gas hest sad
mobile be sold by-i-June 4.
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home.
753-6591
Phone
Old
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104. TERMITES!!
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CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure

Poe

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

to
Pe-

6.11 9.9 II f :4
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Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running

EAN 4-PLY DYN • COR RAYON

s.

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION
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nip\

NOTICE -

City of Murray Business Privilege
and Vehicle Licenses Are Due

The City Clerk's office will be ?pen
Fridity, May 29th, but Wine closed
Saturday, May 30th. Due to the last
d:y, Of May being on Sunday, the
10% penalty will not be added on all
licenses until June 2nd. Monday, June
1st is the last day to avoid the penalty.
Noma

s

SOYBEAN SEED

rd-29-c

u.sac

:a.

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.

All I can do is ask.

Remember.only you can prevent forest tires.

9.
•

•
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Today's SEEN & HEARD . ..
Stock Market
(Continued From Pegs 1)

day.

Hospital Report
ADULTS 89
NURSERY 13
MAY 27, 1970

Cases Are Heard In
The Calloway Court
Of Robert 0. Miller

Mayfieldian
Dies As Result
Of Accident

body shop, a non-conform
use of the area, could operate
As you mow, this levels the
Councilman Howard Koenen
Several cases have been disNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
gram and reduces the hiding
YORK
(UPI).
NEW
-Stocks
reported the need for tom
of in the Calloway Counposed
places for insects and these greA 32 year old Mayfield
street lights on Johnson, gout' opened higher in moderate garious creatures stay right
Mrs. Brenda Collins and Bale ty Court of Judge Robert 0. resident died as the result of a
turnover today.
o
t
w
past
East from Doran Road.
the
during
Girl,
Mrs.
Mar
Miller
Rte. 2, Murray;
with you taking advantage of
one car accident which occurred
After two consecutive sharp
A parking space has been
LOS ANGELES -Paul D. Fitzgerald, a defense attorney in the
the myrsacis of insects uncov- Lee Ramsey and Baby Girl, Rte weeks. Records show the fol- about 2:30 p.m. Wednesday on
of
southside
many
advances
analysts
the
on
beprepared
lowing occurred:
1, Aimee
ered by your activity.
Sharon Tate murders case who said there is a confession from
Highway 94 near Pilot Oak.
for the use of gas lieved that the market maybe
Buddy Workman, Route One,
someone not connected with the hippie "Munson family" charged the City Hall
bean Lee (Buddy) Pickard,
be
will
This
customers.
some
ready for
system
corrective -We should keep in mind that
Sedalia, fishing commercially 521 Brand Street died from
with the crime:
alwill
action. They noted that normal the humanities name before the
10 minute parking and
with sports license, fined ;15.00 massive head injuries about
"The police have in their hands a confession by someone in
low space for those who wish pre-weekend pressures and the dollars. Our first duty rune to
$18.50; Department of 10:16 p.m. Wednesday at the
costs
Mrs.
Wells,
1508
Car,
LaRue
jail who said he committed the Sharon Tate murders in connection
to pay their gas bills. The space presence of many traders and man before business, but we dinal Dr., Murray; Joe P. Ross Fish and Wildlife.
Baptist Memorial Hospital in
with a narcotics ring."
investors for
an extended must not forget that sometimes Rte. 1,
is unmetered.
Charles Gray, Route One, Memphis, Tenn.
Hardin; Sherwin Crouch
John Trotter Memorial Day weekend could the two are
Superintendent
interchangeable" 1629 Hamilton, Murray; Made! Baldwin, Ill., speeding, 810.00
Pickard was driving east on
KNOXVILLE, Tam. -President Nixon, in an address before
of the Murray Water & Sewer work against a further move on ...Bernard Baruch.
Larry Swift, Rte. 5, Mayfteld fine suspended, costs of ;18.80 Highway 94 when his car went
75,000 persons attending a rally held by evangelist Billy Graham:
feet
4400
that
the upside.
System reported
out of control struck an
"I know there are things about America that are wrong. But I
Mrs. Patricia Stein,1608 Collegt paid; State Police.
Shortly after the opening, alid
of sixteen inch water main has
Farm Rd., Murray; William Rob
Murray, for- embankment and overturned,
This is a country where a young person knows been laid thus far and that the
also Immy
Bridges,
Hernia
marketwide indicator
eal Perry, 305 So. 8th St„, Mur- gery, failed to execute bond, re- State police reports mid. He was
there is a peaceful way he can change what he doesn't like about system has 3900 more feet to showed a gain of
0.60
per
cent
great
country."
is
a
ray; James Vance, Rte. 1, Almo; manded to custody of county rushed to the Community
America, and that is why it
put down. This sixteen inch line on 351 issues crossing the tape.
he was
Artier Kinet, 404 No. 4th Ste jailer to await action of Sep- Hospital where
rewater
present
the
from
runs
Of these, 181 advanced and 86
transferred to the Baptist
Murray; Mrs. Beth Haney, Or. tember Grand Jury; Sheriff.
WASHINGTON -Sen. William D. Proxmire, D-Wis., speaking servoir on North 18th Street
backtracked.
She said that her 19 year old
Memphis.
chard Heights Apt, 1, Murray; Robert Sheppard, E. Meadow, Hospital in
on his bill calling on the President's Council of Economic Advisers west on the highway to the
Steels and electronics were son is eligible for the draft now
Pickard, a General The
James
E.
Linn,
500
Beale,
Murdriving,
fined
reckless
to study price and wage increases:
the
Y.,
N.
Johnny Robertson Road to
traffic
''Must we sit back and await the further leap in unemployment, site of the proposed new reser- mixed while chemicals and oils and she will applaud any effort ray; Jewell Sheridan, Rte. 7, $10.00 costs $18.50; State Po- employe, was the fourth
oat his part to evade being draftfatality in Graves County this
showed
scattered
strength.
sharp
the
,and
disputes
Mayfield; Hassell Hutson, Rte. lice.
the long period of strikes and labor
voir.
year.
American Telephone opened ed. In the same breath she said
1, Box 152, Murray; Boyd Hirz- James Ordes Greenup, 404
decline in profits which will be required to restore price stability." City Clerk Stanford Andrus
Survivors include his widow
% higher at 447se while Phelps that if the United States is ateli,
Rte.
1,
Alm).
South
0th
Street,
Murray,
drivreported that 4,041 city stickers Dodge picked up 1/2 to
Mrs. Donna Pickard; his mother,
40/
1
2, and tacked, as in World Wax LI, then
intoxicated,
while
amended
ing
to construct a new Murray High have been sold thus far. This Merck
Mrs. Frank McClure, Tri-(by;
the same amount to it is right that we defend ourto reckless driving, fined $10.00 his paternal grandparents, Kr.
School.
number is 971 more than at 84%. Bristol-Myers
rives.
tacked
at%
costs ;13.50; Sheriff.
Actually the bond ordinance this same time last year.
and Mrs. E. C. Pickard, Mayfield;
to 50%, but Teledyne eased /
1
4
(Continued From Pima 1)
The longer length skirt is here Howard Wyatt, Hardin, pub- one son, Chad Allen Pickard, at
as reed, allows the city to take
to
17
1
/
4,
and
Itek
78
/
1
2
.
to 35
When
the
question
was
posed
Take fishing rods apart and
-to stay, if the Wool Bureau's lic drunkenness, fined $10.00 home; one step-son, Mark
playground supervision of the action for the school board,'
Procter & Gamble fell /
1
4 to "is it right that we should de- endorsement means some thi4. costs $13.50; Sheriff.
Madrey, at home; one
parks. The remainder of their what the school board cannot wash with detergent and hot 46/
1
2
.
fend ourselves before foreign It usually does. The bureau s
water applied with a toothbrush.
Rhonda Jo
step-daughter,
Parker,
Pedal
Everett
eateries for the summer will legally do for itself.
James
Among the electronics, Con- fcrces reach our shores", she collection of midi clothes inThe hoard cannot sell the Rinse the sections in clear water
Madrey, at home; and one dater,
intoxicated,
while
driving
come from the university uncab,
bonds so the city will do it for and dry with clean cloths. Metal trol Data climbed 5/6 to 39, bid said no. We should wait until cludes: A side-both:mint-jacket amended to reckless driving, Mrs. Peggy Watson, Troy,
der a Federal program.
Texas Instruments fell 1% to we see if they reach our shores
Funeral services will
with a small bias cut peplum and fined $100.00 costs $13.50;
Dennis Taylor was named as them. The property will be con- ferrules can be scrubbed with 83%. Burroughs
was unchanged first. They might not reach our a cross-over
school
the
the
city
and
veyed
to
scouring
powder.
conducted Saturday at 2 p.
collar with hig Sheriff.
Park Supervisor. He will re
she
said
shores,
at
115,
while
Memorex lost 1/
1
2
revers. The sleeves aruathered Rodney Martin, Route Four, Byrn Chapel with Rev. Wa n
ceive $250 per month for a five board will pay rent for the proto 70, and Telex 3fi to 13%.
perty in sufficient amount to
at the wrist length tuffs. Mid- Bardwell, speeding, fine of Lawrence officiating assisted by
month period.
We
would
say
off
hand
that
she
University Computing surrencoif
wrap-over skirt falls softh $10.00 suspended, costs of Rev. William Hardison. Burial
The timer on the City Park retire the bonds on schedule.
dered 58 to 23, Fairchild Is a• mixed up in her thinking
will be in Highland Perk
in
four
large unpressed pleats. $18.50 paid; State Police.
lights has been broken and will When all the bonds are retired,
Camera
and
Litton
were as anyone we ever saw. She is
Cemetery.
Louisville,
be repaired. This timer turns the property will then be conQuinn,
Susan
unchanged at 3011 and 16%. confusing the issue at war and
Friends may call at Efigrn
off the large lights on the fields veyed beck to the school board.
speeding, fine of $10.00 suspendrespectively. Motorola lost a., violence wih the desire of the
This is a routine procedure.
until the funeral
and courts.
costs of $18.50 paid; State Funeral Home
entire
ed,
by
en
presented
average
person
for
pence
and
trout
"lot to 44. National Cash
The second reading of a zonhour.
Some blockades will be erectwill
declaring
that
they
nation
Police.
tranquility.
egister was steady at 54% on
ed to keep automobiles from ing amendment was read and
Mayfield,
Ward,
fight in the interest of peace. Jimmie
fl
block of 11,000 shares.
Noodles with mote p
using the interior of the City approved. This amendment
Naturally most people want This in exactly what occurred speeding, fined $10.00 costs
area
east
of
changes
a
land
a
In
the
automotive
group,
and less starch are new f
Park. Alexander recommended
crisis when Pres- $18.50; State Police.
Cuban
peace
and
desire
non-violence,
*
the
Ford picked up /
1
4 to 415/8, but tranquility, brotherly love, etc. ident Kennedy gave Russia en Loyd Gholson, Route Your, New York manufacturer.
permieter parking to prevent Bagwell Manor from R2 to 114
tirysler dropped % to 21/
1
2. but people being what they are, ultimatum to get the mle.* Kevil, speeding, fine of $10.00 product is said to contain
any kind of accident caused by which will allow the construcmerican
Motors ras un- this is a difficult state to ads- out of Cuba. Our strong action suspended, costs of $18.50 paid; per cent protein and
an automobile moving through tion of multiple housing units
hanged at 8.
the interior sections of the park by the Murray Municipal Homovitamin enriched. Made wi
ime. As our grandfather used maintained peace. Weak action State Police.
ing Commission. The commissAmong the oils, Occidental to my, be desired peace so on his part, or the employment Dennis Minshall, Washington salt, it also is recommended for
In other action the council ion proposes to construct fifty
ed /
1
4 to 17/
1
2 on a block of much glieg be was willing to of the present anti-war" pre- Courthouse, Ohio, speeding, fine low-sodiuni diets.
approved a refund to Forrest new low rent housing units,
15,000 shares. Texaco picked up fight be it.
mise, could have presented a of $10.00 suspended, costa of
elderly.
mostly
for
the
C. Priddy, Jr. for the 1961410
01 to 25%. Natomas added 'Ai to
situation $1830 paid; State Police.
dangerous
log, fine of $10.00 suspended,
highly
zity taxes. He paid the taxes
177,8, but Jersey Standard was There Is nothing more coliduc- which could easily have resulted Christopher Markus, Route costs of $18.50 paid; State Pothrough error, and does not
changed at 5i.
lye toward peace than a strong in war.
Three, Metropolis, Ill., speed- lice.
Live in the city.
Helefor green thumbs
The Murray Manning CommWASHINGTON (UPI)-Home
ission made a recommendation
to the City Council that a large and Garden Bugetin No.9 from
area be annexed to the city. the U.S. Department of AgriGenerally this area is the Mable culture contains help for the
Pullen farm plus 200 feet west beginning gardener-and gives
of Doren Road from Main Street new information to the veteran
south to the north boundary of green-thumber.
Gateaboro Subdivision. This action brings into Use city the new
You write the Superintendent
Murray High School site. A pub- of Documents U.S. Government
South
lic hearing will be held on this Printing Office, Waiiiington, D.C. MISSILE BOUND for the
Atlantic target area streaks
proposed annexation.
20402. Price: 30 cents. Or,
An ordinance was approved since it usually takes a few weeks from an underground silo at
by the city council approving a for delivery, sometimes moire, Cape Kennedy. It is a Minbond sale in the amount of $1,- consult your local library for a uteman 3 carrying a test
model of the new MIRV
500,000 for the City School reference copy.
multiple warhead assembly.
Board. The funds will be used

HUNTINGTON, N.Y. - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, in comments apparently designed to reassure the nation's financial commie
nity:
"The decline in the stock market neither reflects nor predicts
a serious decline of the economy."
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Haven for the Aged

Central Prf as Association
SEATTLE, Wash. — Growing

old with little money, widowed,
no longer able to live alone,
afraid to intrude and be & burden to ore's children and, above
all, lonely, is the plight of many
oldsters among us.
To aid these men and women,
the Volunteers of America, the.,
na'ional, social welfare organization, operates The Theodora,
a residence foblthe aged here in
Seattle.
The Volunteers provide room,
board and extra care to the
aged at nominal cost,
"Forget they're old. They're
still people:- They still think,
feel, hurt and need as deeply
as the young," said Lt Col
Naomi Foulkes, who with her
husband, Lt. -Col. John T.
Foulkes, manages the residence.
"For too long, society. has
neglected the pressing and distressing needs of the aged," she
pointed out. "Now society is
faced with people who never
expected to live so long."

The net result is
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AT The Theodora, the Volunteers of America is trying to
fill the gap and provide care to
the aged who can no longer
maintain their own homes but
who do not feed the intensive
care of a nuesing borne.
"Some come expecting just to
sit and wait to die but usually
they change their minds after
being here awhile," she added.
"We have lots of romance. In
fact we've had several marriages. Most of these people are
widowed, used to living with a
spouse, and they miss the company of the opposite sex."
Having some company goes a
long way toward solving the
problem of what to do, Colonel
Foulkes explained. All of the
activities sponsored by the realdeo.ce are strictly voluntary.
Thire is no pressure to participate.

dents is 82 and the present
population is l6.5 No nursing
or medical services are provided. Residents must be able
to tend themselves, but there
are some special services Colonel Foulkes continued

SOME are busy with their own
projects. One woman has written two books since moving to
The Thtlora. Others are involved in rafts and hobbies_
The average age of the resi-

community lounges, dining
room and a crafts room Program activities range from not It's as good as anothei
bingo, a rock band concert to , staff mcintwr EVf•f•N'ofif• M•e(15
exercises to-. improve circula- -something pleasant in his sw
tion
roundings

Residents are free to come
and go as they please and to
have visitors. To avoid looking
like a hapital, young people,
often part - time students, are
hired whenever possible and
none of the staff wears, uniforms.
The Volunteers of America

AN intercom system, for exWaS anxious to avoid the instiample, links each room with a
tutional look when The Theoswitchboard operating 24 hours
dora was built. With some ina day. So help, when needed, is
genious architecture balconies,
close at hand. Nutritionally bal- patios. tug
anced meals are served, ensorir.g proper diet for all Housekeeping and laundry also are
provided.

Usually two residents share
a bedroom and bath There are
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started walking c
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formation, etc. T(

- pocket-

windows which face
gardens
this has

been acr,omplished There's even
a small entral courtyard with
a fountain.
-We're so pleased with the
fountain.- maid Colonel Foulkes.
"This
the kind of thing that
could be called a frill, but it's

doctor, then to
where x,rays we:

Fred celebrates the holidays ptetty strenuously. Getting
rather high And even three cups of coffee won't bring
him down
Another car will.
No one wants to preach at Fred, especially when he's
having a good time. SO they'll feed him coffee and send
him on his merry way. Which probably means a wide
awake drunk weaving afong the highway.
We don t want to preach either. But your new car dealer
does care H F.' knows the sobering truth that drinking is

a factor in 800,000 traffic accidents every year...and in
25,000 deaths every year, nearly half of all tfaffic fatalities.
So before the 'Auld Lang Sync' is over, don't forget: the
only way to control a car during the partying season is
to control your partying.
Don't drive if you've been drinking. Instead,
think of Fred...resting in peace by the side
of the road.
.

National Automobile Dealers Association
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Thanks to Mrs.
One in a swigs presented by N.A.D.A., this newspaper, and the new car dealers of our community.
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